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RAZŠIRJEN POVZETEK
Tržna ureditev na področju elektroenergetike je povzročila prestrukturiranje
monopolnih elektrogospodarstev s ciljem ločitve celotnega sektorja na tržne in
državno regulirane dele. Na področju vodenja elektroenergetskih sistemov (EES) se
nova ureditev med drugim kaže tudi v obliki potreb po sprotni oceni dinamične
stabilnosti EES, saj je njegova obremenitev vedno bližje njegovim zmogljivostim.
Nadalje, post-mortem analize velikih razpadov EES so pokazale, da so takšni scenariji
redko posledice posamičnih okvar ali večjega števila okvar s skupnim vzrokom. V
večini primerov je vzrok večje število medsebojno neodvisnih okvar, in sicer v
kombinaciji s stanjem visokih obremenitev ter prenizke ozaveščenosti o občutljivosti
predhodne obratovalne točke. Predvidevanja za prihodnost in trendi kažejo na
stopnjo negotovosti brez primere, ne samo v smislu lokacije razpršenih virov in
aktivnih bremen, ampak tudi v načinu njihovega obratovanja. Posledično se ustaljeni,
uveljavljeni ter dobro poznani vzorci obratovanja EES spreminjajo. To je razlog za
nastanek potrebe po dokumentiranju in razumevanju tako trenutnih kot tudi
prihodnjih vzorcev obratovanja EES s stališča njegove dinamične stabilnosti.
Stabilnost EES v splošnem predstavlja njegovo zmožnost, da po motnji njegovi
parametri ostanejo znotraj predpisanih meja. Zaradi specifičnosti dogajanja in
obravnave stabilnost EES v splošnem razdelimo na več tipov. Eden od njih je tako
imenovana kotna stabilnost za velike motnje oziroma tranzientna stabilnost, ki
označuje zmožnost EES ohraniti stabilnost po veliki motnji (kratek stik, izpad
elementov, odklop velikega bremena, itd). V takšnih primerih se odziv EES odraža v
velikih odmikih parametrov od stacionarnih vrednostih in posledično metode
linearnih sistemov niso uporabne. V primeru okvar v električni bližini generatorja
prihaja namreč do velikih neravnovesij med močjo, ki je dovedena agregatu s strani
turbine in električno močjo, ki jo generator odda v omrežje. Posledično se hitrost
rotorja generatorja začne spreminjati. Če je med okvaro spremenjena količina
kinetične energije rotorja večja od neke mejne vrednosti, potem agregat pade iz
sinhronizma oziroma ni tranzientno stabilen. Čas trajanja okvare je odvisen od
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nastavitve zaščite in časa izklopa stikal. Največji čas trajanja okvare, pri katerem bo
generator ostal v sinhronem obratovanju s preostankom EES, imenujemo kritični čas
odstranitve motnje. Slednji

zavzema

spremenljive vrednosti, odvisno

od

obratovalnega stanja EES pred nastopa motnje ter samih parametrov elementov EES.
Z drugimi besedami, motnja katere posledice so v nekem obratovalnem stanju
zanemarljive, lahko postane grožnja za stabilnost EES v kakšnem drugem
obratovalnem stanju.
V praksi se obratovalna stanja EES napovedujejo dan vnaprej. To je mogoče, ker v
veliki večini primerov sledijo določenim vzorcem v proizvodnji, porabi, topologiji EES
itd. Kako dejanska obratovalna stanja sledijo napovedanim je mogoče zelo natančno
spremljati s sistemom WAMS (angl. Wide Area Measurement System), ki omogoča
spremljanje, shranjevanje ter obdelavo sinhroniziranih meritev kazalcev električnih
veličin s pomočjo PMU-naprav (angl. Phasor Measurement Unit), in sicer v realnem
času z resolucijo 20 ms.
Z WAMS tehnologijo torej dobimo na razpolago zelo natančen časovni potek gibanja
stanja EES, vključno z zabeleženimi dogodki za preteklo obdobje. Posamezna stanja
EES lahko obravnavamo kot podatke in jih shranjujemo v podatkovne baze. Na
podlagi teh baz lahko izvedemo analize stabilnosti in razpoznamo določene vzorce
odziva EES glede na določeno stanje pred motnjo. Na ta način je mogoče postaviti
vzorec, ki poda parametre stabilnosti EES (recimo kritični čas odstranitve motnje,
kritično lokacijo motnje, kritični del EES, ki izgubi sinhronizem itd. pri tranzientni
stabilnosti) glede na predhodno stanje EES.
Vzorčni značaj obratovalnih stanj omogoča analizo vplivnih dejavnikov na stabilnost.
Sklepamo, da lahko razpoznamo pripadnost enega opazovanega stanja k določeni
vzorčni skupini stanj iz baze podatkov. Posledično lahko ob vsaki naslednji ponovitvi
podobnega obratovalnega stanja EES (recimo, trenutna WAMS meritev), že
zabeleženega v bazi podatkov, sklepamo o trenutni stabilnosti s sistemskega stališča.
Pri delu se želimo najprej osredotočiti na tranzientno stabilnost, katere bistvena
lastnost je, da se pojavi v kratkem časovnem okviru (do nekaj sekund) in tako
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onemogoča ročni poseg operaterja. Metoda sprotne ocene tranzientne stabilnosti EES
v odvisnosti od trenutnega obratovalnega stanja bi omogočila sistemskemu
operaterju sprotno spremljanje stanja potencialne ogroženosti EES. To pa ponuja
možnost zvišanja zanesljivosti obratovanja EES, saj pravočasno zavedanje o vplivu
potencialnih nestabilnosti omogoča vnaprejšnje optimiranje ravnanja v primeru
dejanskega nastopa motnje ali sprožitev postopkov za prehod v zanesljivejše
obratovalno stanje. Z drugimi besedami: orodje, ki bi imelo navedeno funkcionalnost
bi omogočalo preventivno ukrepanje operaterja.
V uvodnem delu disertacije si pogledamo kontekst problema tranzientne stabilnosti,
»state–of–the-art« stanja orodij za sprotno oceno tranzientne stabilnosti ter analizo
izvedenih raziskav na tem področju. Sledi utemeljitev potrebe oziroma možnosti
uporabe metod razpoznavanja vzorcev z namenom sprotne ocene tranzientne
stabilnosti. Na koncu opišemo povod za nastanek tega dela, določimo namen in cilje
disertacije.
V začetni fazi raziskave opišemo glavne vplivne dejavnike tranzientne stabilnosti EES
ter opišemo problem stabilnosti EES, pri čemer velja poudarek tako imenovani
stabilnosti ob veliki motnji (tranzientna stabilnost). Nadalje podamo pregled metod
ocenjevanja tranzientne stabilnosti s sistemskega stališča, v luči tega obnašanje
elementov prenosnega omrežja. Ker so v ospredju problematike sinhronski
generatorji, posebno pozornost namenimo tem elementom. Nadalje na primeru
longitudinalnega in standardnega IEEE 39-vozliščnega testnega sistema prikažemo
vpliv odjema delovne in jalove moči v omrežju, vpliv napetosti, vpliv regulacijskih
naprav ter topologije omrežja na tranzientne stabilnosti. Te analize nudijo izhodišče
doktorske disertacije, to je, izdelati metodo razpoznavanja vzorcev, ki bo upoštevala
glavne vplivne dejavnike na tranzientno stabilnost. Zaradi velikosti in kompleksnosti
prenosnih omrežij lahko neposredno ocenimo tranzientno stabilnost le, če
zanemarimo večje število vplivnih dejavnikov, kar pa lahko vpliva na natančnost
napovedi. Zato predlagana nova metoda razpoznavanja vzorcev preko matematičnih
modelov zajame fizikalno dogajanje v prenosnem omrežju za opazovano stanje
sistema. Stanje obsega porabo, proizvodnjo, dostopnost regulacijskih naprav in
topologijo omrežja. Tako razdelimo problemski prostor na manjše, enostavnejše dele.
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Pri pregledu področja rudarjenja podatkov z namenom razpoznavanja vzorcev
podamo različne matematične metode. Podrobneje analiziramo metodo glavnih
komponent in pogledamo še različne metrike zamerjenje razdalje, kot so: evklidska
razdalja, kosinusna razdalja, čebiševa razdalja, itd. Metoda glavnih komponent ponuja
možnost vizualizacije, ki omogoča intuitivno razumevanje metode, kar pa ne velja za
metode umetne inteligence. Opisane metode in z njimi povezana teorija so podlaga za
določitev modelov razpoznavanja vzorcev v disertaciji.
V osrednjem delu disertacije predstavimo novo metodo ocene tranzientne stabilnosti
EES na podlagi razpoznavanja vzorcev.
Predlagana metoda predstavlja izvirni prispevek doktorske disertacije in vsebuje
sestavo baze podatkov ter posredno oceno tranzientne stabilnosti. Posredni pristop
je ključnega pomena zaradi številnih vplivnih dejavnikov in kompleksnosti prenosnih
omrežij. V tem delu opišemo posamezne sklope predlagane metode po zaporedju
njenega delovanja. Pri tem ločimo dva glavna sklopa. V prvem sklopu sestavimo bazo
podatkov, ki vključuje širok spekter obratovalnih stanj ter kritične čase odstranitve
motnje za veliko število motenj. V primeru 39-vozliščnega testnega sistema se ta baza
podatkov konstruira sintetično, tako da upoštevamo variacije v odjemu in
proizvodnji, vpliv regulacijskih naprav ter različne topologije po N-1 kriteriju. Na
realnem sistemu se lahko uporabijo dejanska stanja iz preteklosti, čemur dodamo
topologije po N-1 kriteriju. Algoritem za računanje kritičnega časa odstranitve motnje
temelji na časovni dinamični simulaciji in predstavlja izvirni prispevek doktorske
disertacije. Razvoj metode za selekcijo lokacije motenj, za katere se računa kritični čas
odstranitve (contingency screening) je ena izmed komponent metode. Metodo, katere
delovanje demonstriramo na testnih sistemih, lahko smatramo za prispevek
disertacije. V drugem sklopu analiziramo vpliv posameznih dejavnikov na tranzientno
stabilnost. Opišemo metodo razpoznavanja vzorcev stanj sistema za razporeditev
proizvodnje in porabe delovnih in jalovih moči po vozliščih, ter topologije omrežja v
modelu. Pri oceni tranzientne stabilnosti uporabimo globalni in lokalni pristop k
razpoznavanju vzorcev, kateri se nanašajo na različne vplivne dejavnike. Rezultate
teh pa združimo z algoritmom združevanja. Tako ocenimo tranzientno stabilnost za
napovedana obratovana stanja za dan vnaprej, in sicer za izbrane lokacije motnje. Ker
se dejansko obratovalno stanje v splošnem razlikuje od napovedanega, oceno
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tranzientne stabilnosti ponovimo še v realnem času za dejansko stanje sistema, kar je
namen doktorske disertacije.
V nadaljevanju podamo rezultate nove metode ocenjevanja tranzientne stabilnosti s
pomočjo matematičnih metod razpoznavanja vzorcev, primere delovanja metode ter
analizo napak nove metode. Delovanje metode bomo preizkusili na delu dinamičnega
modela EES Slovenije (t.i. severnoprimorska zanka) ter na celotnem slovenskem EES,
za opazovano obdobje enega leta. S pomočjo predlagne metode je podana analiza
vplivov na tranzientno stabilnost v prenosnem omrežju in rezultati ocene stabilnosti.
V zaključku poglavja primerjamo še časovno zahtevnost metode z direktnim
računanjem

kritičnih

časov

odstranitve

posamezne

motnje.

Uporabnost

predstavljene metode utemeljimo glede na rezultate statistične analize ocene
tranzientne stabilnosti sistema.
Tranzientna nestabilnost se pojavi v kratkem časovnem okviru (do nekaj sekund) in
tako onemogoča ročni poseg operaterja. Uporaba metode sprotne ocene tranzientne
stabilnosti EES omogoči sistemskemu operaterju sproten vpogled v stanje EES in
preventivno izogibanje potencialno nevarnim obratovalnim stanjem že pred
morebitnim nastopom motnje. Na ta način je mogoče izboljšati zanesljivost
obratovanja EES, saj pravočasno razpoznavanje stanj, ki potencialno vodijo v
nestabilnost, ponuja možnosti za preventiven kontroliran prehod v varnejša stanja oz.
optimiranje posega v primeru nastopa motnje. V sklepnem poglavju nadalje
komentiramo uporabnost metode, prispevke k znanosti ter navedemo možne smeri
za nadaljnji razvoj.

Ključne besede: elektroenergetski sistemi, ocene tranzientne stabilnosti EES,
razpoznavanje vzorcev, metoda glavnih koponenet, evklidska razdalja, kritični čas
odstranitev motnje, metoda selekcijo motenj, algoritem za združevanje metod...
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ABSTRACT
For many utilities around the world, there has been considerable pressure to increase
power flows over existing transmission corridors, partly due to economic incentives
such as trends towards deregulation and competition. This consistent pressure has
prompted the requirement for extending common power-system studies to take
account of dynamic security assessment and control. Furthermore, several postmortem analyses have shown that scenarios that have had catastrophic impacts such
as blackouts are rarely caused by an isolated single or multiple common-mode
contingencies that are to blame but a handful of independent contingencies coupled
with an already stressed system operating state. The lack of situational awareness has
been identified as one of the main factors contributing to the gravity of these events.
Moreover, network planing and developement trends are expected to introduce an
unprecedented level of uncertainty to the system operators, not only in the locations
of distributed resources and active loads, but their intermittent nature as well. The
so-called tribal knowledge of system operators is failing in dealing with completely
unfamiliar patterns of the system behaviour. This is why it is important to understand
and document both the current and future patterns of system behaviour with regards
to dynamic stability.
The uncertainties inherent in short-term load, generation and power transit forecasts
do not directly apply to transient stability assessment, due to their nonlinear nature,
i.e. a change in load at a specific node cannot be easily correlated with transient
stability. For this reason, a range of system conditions must be assessed indirectly.
This thesis presents a novel real-time application of a data-mining method with the
purpose of indirect contingency screening by rapid recognition of hazardous,
reoccurring power-system operating conditions. The method, suitable for real-time
applications, is demonstrated using the Slovenian power-system model for firstswing stability issues. The presented demonstration is segmented into a few parts.
First, a database containing a set of pre-fault operating conditions, represented by a
measurement matrix and critical clearing times corresponding to several
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contingencies is constructed. Measurements matrix from the database is decomposed
using the principal component analysis method and represented in a coordinate
system defined by the principal components as dense clusters of points.
Consequentially, monitoring real-time steady-state conditions in terms of seeking
similarity to existing database clusters is facilitated through global screening. This is
established by identifying the shortest Euclidean distance metric in the mentioned
coordinate system. Then, in order to adaptively account for the fluctuating sensitivity
of contingencies to variations in pre-fault operating conditions, local screening is
applied. In this manner, an accurate indication of each contingency impact is provided
rapidly as long as a similar operating state exists within the database. Otherwise, the
case is thoroughly investigated and added to the database as a new entry. In order to
grasp the complexity of the problem a two stage similarity based matching (global
and local) is performed, which is synthesised before the method’s output is
constructed. This approach also offers a visual output, thus making a step toward
overcoming the liability of the black-box approach, typical for pattern recognition
methods. A contingency screening algorithm is presented as a part of an efficient
database construction procedure. Dimensionality reduction, which is achieved by
using principal components analysis, results in a contingency profile, which acts as
warning or a situational awareness oriented indicator of current system vulnerability.
Key words: electrical power-system, transient stability assessment, pattern
recognition, principal comoponents analysis, euclidean distance, contingency
screening method, algorithm for synthesis...
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Transient stability context
A system is said to be secure if it can withstand a specified disturbance without getting into
an emergency state. Security analysis essentially consists of checking the system ability to
undergo disturbances. The task of assessing the level of security for a given system state,
defined by its operating condition or topology configuration, under a pre-assigned set of
contingencies requires the definition of a security margin using some selected variables or
parameters. While it is imperative to assess system stability, it is also of great importance to
acquire adequate security margins. These margins are particularly needed in the
transmission open-access environment, which is prevailing in an increasing number of
countries. In other words, the operator needs to know the limits of transfer the system can
undergo without becoming insecure [1], [2].
In practice, the typical criteria for Dynamic Security Assessment (DSA) include:
Stability: This concerns loss of stability through the evolution of relative machine angles (loss
of synchronism, either in an aperiodic manner or oscillatory manner), loss of voltage or
frequency control) as illustrated in Figure 1.1-1.

System
stability
RotorAngle
stability

Freqency
stability

Voltage
stability

Transient

Short term

Short term

Small
Signal

Long term

Long term

Figure 1.1-1: System stability

With these criteria in mind, DSA may be divided into three main components TSA, VSA and
SSSA:
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Transient Security Assessment (TSA), which includes the assessment of transient
stability as well as voltage and frequency excursions along with relay margin violations,
which may occur in the transient period.

Transient Stability (TS) is concerned with the ability of the power system to
maintain synchronism when subjected to a severe transient disturbance.
Voltage Security Assessment (VSA), which includes the assessment of voltage stability and
generally also includes the assessment of under/over-voltage violations that may occur in
the time period of interest.
Small-Signal Stability Assessment (SSSA), which includes the assessment of small signal
stability in which assessment of system oscillations (damping) are of interest.
One of the measures of surviving a contingency is that all synchronous machines in the system
remain in synchronism after the fault is cleared. This stability mechanism is called transient
stability and has been studied intensely in the past. Here, of particular interest is if the system
can survive the dynamic system response to a fault and its clearance, which is governed by
the highly nonlinear differential and algebraic system of equations. The problem of transient
stability is concerned with the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism when
subjected to a severe transient disturbance [3], [4].

1.2 Contingency screening and ranking
One of the main goals of contingency screening and ranking is to select only the most severe
cases out of a list of several candidate cases. Unfortunately, procedures for achieving
contingency ranking are complex and time consuming. It is of interest to be both time-efficient
and indicative of critical parts of the system such as corridors (transmission lines most
vulnerable to extreme events) [5], [6].
Contingency selection is the process that offers the greatest potential for computational
saving, and has received most development effort. Its purpose is to shorten the original long
list of contingencies by eliminating the vast majority of cases evoking no violations. An
important development requirement is aimed at enabling contingency screening, i.e.,
selecting a small number of severe cases from a large set of contingencies, thus reducing the
computational requirements of time domain simulations. The need to identify the definitely
harmless contingencies results from the physical reality that a vast majority of contingencies
in a power system does not endanger its integrity [6]. At the same time, dynamic behaviour
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of power systems is significantly more complex than static behaviour, which makes the
classification more difficult [3].
When it comes to contingency screening and ranking with system security assessment as a
background criteria, two approaches have been identified:
•

extensive off-line analysis
Security assessment has been historically conducted in an off-line planning
environment in which the steady-state and dynamic performance of the near-term
forecasted system conditions are exhaustively determined using tools such as power
flow and time-domain simulations. The main weakness linked to this approach is the
changing nature of the stability limits that makes it necessary to recompute them as
often as possible, for each new system state. A question that arises instinctively is
whether an off-line knowledge base can accurately capture all the system states and
trends in an open market access environment [3].

•

on-line dynamic security assessment
In the new competitive environment, power systems can no longer be operated in a
structured, conservative manner. The uncertainty of predicting future operating
conditions has created a need for a new approach to security assessment: on-line
dynamic security assessment. In this approach, the system stability for the current
operating condition is computed as it occurs, and with sufficient speed to allow time
for the operator to react if a contingency analysed is shown to be potentially
insecure. The main challenge here is to provide time-efficient algorithms as well as
reliability [3].

In conclusion, off line analysis using time-domain simulations sufficed in the past, however,
fast developing systems require constant operational point assessment. Ideally, both
approaches can be used in conjunction. Off-line analysis can be followed up by an on-line
assessment in connection to the previously conducted database of analyses. In this manner,
the trust in the assessment tool is backed up by both past analyses and the on-line part which
assesses the current scenario. Basing the real-time assessment on a vast pattern experience
from off-line simulated scenarios combines the benefits of both approaches.

1.3 State-of-the-art and research in practice
In 2007 Working Group Cigré C4.601 published an extensive review of on-line dynamic
security assessment tools and techniques. The report covers the state-of-the-art regarding
on-line DSA and on-going research in the field. In this chapter, we cite three different
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approaches: time-domain simulation based approach in Australia (NEMMCO), SIME (Single
machine equivalent)-based method in Europe (project OMASES) and energy functions based
approach in Japan (TEPCO).

1.3.1 Time-domain simulation based approach: State-of-the Art of
DSA in Australia – NEMMCO
As transient security is of major concern for Australian power system, this area has seen
major investment of resources. Off-line studies are performed to assess the transient stability
characteristics of the power system and to derive interconnector operating limits that
encompass the many scenarios examined in these studies. These operating limits, which are
specified in terms of system variables, such as demand, generation pattern and inertia, are
then applied by NEMMCO as constraints in the electricity market dispatch process.
•

The power system is described as long and thin, stretching for 5000 km. Therefore, it
is likely to be subject to transient stability problems. The critical points are along
interregional boundaries where the transmission corridors are narrow, and in some
cases only a double circuit line spans these regions. The power-system model includes
2100 buses and 300 generators.

•

Credible contingencies to be examined are defined as the loss of a single item of plant
(e.g. generator or line). Credible faults, for the purposes of transient security, are
generally considered to be two phase-earth faults of single lines. Some double line
faults can also be considered where there are a number of lines that share a right of
way and have been declared as credible. Double line faults are not normally
considered as credible contingencies, unless there are unusual conditions, such as
adverse weather conditions or bushfires that can increase the chance of such
contingencies occurring. Thus during the normal course of operating the system,
NEMMCO can declare certain contingencies to be credible or non-credible. In these
situations it is important to the able to add or remove contingency definitions for
analysis. Similarly, in the dispatch process, different constraints can be invoked
depending on what contingencies are considered to be credible at the time. There are
currently 93 contingencies defined, of which 55 are normally selected. The remaining
contingencies are defined for unusual system conditions, most of which are defined
to cover for cases where there is a prior outage of a double circuit line that should be
considered. The contingencies are grouped for rapid selection and, if necessary,
contingencies can also be defined on-line.
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•

It is essential that the DSA cycle be completed in the minimum amount of time.
Adjustments to the power system are usually achieved by the invocation of
constraints, which can only be applied at each five-minute dispatch cycle. Thus if the
security assessment tool returns a results within 10-15 minutes, then there are only
two or three dispatch cycles left for an operator to interpret the results and take the
appropriate action to restore the power system to a secure operating state. Hence the
desired performance criteria would be for a security assessment tool to be able to
return a result within a 10-15 minute time frame.

•

To determine the transient stability of the power system, transmission network
service providers and NEMMCO are largely dependent on time domain simulations,
predominantly using PSS/E. Direct methods are usually treated with suspicion largely
because of the importance of control system limit action and other non-linearities in
the simulation of the Australian power system.

•

A control program on the server initiates a simulation of each contingency, starting
with the contingency that produced that worst results from the previous run. In this
way it is likely that an unstable condition can be detected very early in the DSA run.
The results of each simulation are collated and returned to the EMS as soon as they
are available. The results are displayed in the EMS in a form that ranks the results
starting with the most unstable contingency. Even with the recent inclusion of HVDC
models and the reduction of integration time step down to 1 ms, the configuration is
sufficient to perform five second PSS/E simulations of all contingencies in less than
ten minutes [2].

1.3.2 Single-Machine Equivalent based approach: State-of-the Art
of DSA in Europe: The European OMASES Project
•

SIME (for Single-Machine Equivalent), is a hybrid direct-temporal transient stability
method. SIME replaces the dynamics of the multi-machine power system by that of a
suitable Single-Machine Infinite Bus (SMIB) system. By continuously refreshing the
SMIB parameters and by assessing the SMIB stability via the equal-area criterion,
SIME provides as accurate transient stability assessment as the one provided by the
multi-machine temporal information and, in addition, stability margins and critical
machines. An additional functionality is generation control (generation rescheduling
for preventive control, generation shedding for emergency control), which uses the
knowledge of stability margins and critical machines. Indeed, the amount of
generation to shift (or shed) depends on the size of the stability margin, and the
generators from which to shift (or shed) are the so-called critical machines.
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•

To stabilize an unstable case (defined by the pre-fault operating conditions and the
contingency type and clearing scenario), SIME furnishes the following two-part
information:
o

Size of instability (margin) and critical machines along with their degree of
criticality or involvement. The degree of involvement of a critical machine is
proportional to its angular deviation.

o

Suggestions for stabilization. These suggestions are obtained by the interplay
between SMIB–EAC (Equal-Area Criterion) and time-domain multi-machine
representations, according to a predefined procedure [2].

1.3.3 Energy functions-based approach: State-of-the-Art of DSA in
Japan – TEPCO
After decades of research and development of direct methods, it has become clear that the
time-domain method approach in stability analysis cannot be completely replaced. Instead,
the capabilities of the direct methods and the time-domain method should be used to
complement each other. The current direction of development is to combine a direct method
and a fast time-domain method into an integrated power system stability program to take
advantage of the merit of both methods.
•

The TEPCO-BCU (Boundary controlling unstable (Equilibrium Point)) is developed
under this direction by integrating BCU method, improved BCU classifiers and BCUguide time domain method. TEPCO-BCU has been evaluated on several practical
power system models. The evaluation results indicate that TEPCO-BCU works well
with reliable transient stability assessment results and accurate energy margin
calculations on several study power-systems including a 12,000-bus test system.

•

The strategy of using an effective scheme to screen out a large number of stable
contingencies and capture critical contingencies and to apply detailed simulation
programs only to potentially unstable contingencies is well recognized. This strategy
has been successfully implemented in on-line DSA.

•

Given a set of credible contingencies, the strategy would break the task of on-line DSA
into two stages of assessment:
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Stage 1: perform the task of dynamic contingency screening to fast screen out contingencies,
which are definitely stable from a set of credible contingencies a dynamic contingency
screening program made up of a sequence of BCU dynamic contingency classifiers.
Stage 2: perform detailed assessment of dynamic performance for each contingency
remaining in Stage 1. Dynamic contingency screening is a fundamental function of an on-line
DSA system. The overall computational speed of an on-line DSA system depends greatly on
the effectiveness of the dynamic contingency screening, the objective of which is to identify
contingencies, which are definitely stable and thereby avoid further stability analysis for
these contingencies. It is due to the definite classification of stable contingencies that
considerable speed-up can be achieved for dynamic security assessment. Contingencies,
which are either undecided or identified as critical or unstable, are then sent to the timedomain transient stability simulation program for further stability analysis [2].
Table 1.3-1 contains an overview of approaches for TSA, by country or region, as available
and documented in [2]. The extensive review of on-line dynamic security assessment tools
and techniques does not include information on the state of the art in Slovenia, since there is
no specific tool developed and used in practice.
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Table 1.3-1: TSA exemplary approaches[2]
Country

Company/Project Short description

Australia

NEMMCO

Extensive off-line TD* studies

Bosnia

NOS

Off-line security margin

Brazil

ONS

TD*simulation and SIME**

Canada

Hydro-Quebec

China

CEPRI

China

Guangxi EPC

Italy and
Greece

Omases Project

Off-line determination of
power transfer limits
Extensive TD* simulation
with parallel processing
TD* simulation of selected
contingencies
TD* simulation and SIME**
(SMIB***)
TEPCO-BCU**** method

Japan

TEPCO

which includes TD*
simulations and BCU
classifiers
TD* simulations of selected

Malaysia

Tanaga Nasional

New Zealand

Transpower

Panama

ETSA

Romania

Transelectrica

USA

PJM

SIME** based method

Southern

SIME** based method

USA

contingencies
Operating limits from off-line
studies
Off-line TD* simulation to
determine operating limits
Off-line TD* simulation to
determine operating limits

Company

*TD = Time Domain, **SIME = Single infinite Machine Equivalent
***SMIB = Single Machine Infinite Busbar, ****BCU =Boundary
Controlling Unstable
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1.4 Conclusions and identified research challenges
Traditionally, TS has been achieved solely through off-line analyses using forecasted
information. In the new environment, this approach has proven inadequate and often
impractical. As a result, on-line DSA has emerged in which a snapshot of the current system
is obtained and is used to conduct security assessment. This approach reduces the need for
forecast of system conditions and therefore is expected to provide more accurate
assessments. However, since all data must be assimilated in near-real-time, and computations
must be conducted automatically with little or no human intervention (and in a tightly
constrained cycle time), on-line DSA without supporting methods has many inherent
challenges [2] .
Speed of Analysis
Although the current DSA systems in-use have generally met the specified performance
requirements, as the dimension of system models increase and the desire to analyse larger
numbers of contingencies grow, there is an on-going need to enhance the performance of the
DSA systems. Currently, acceptable performance (a balance between accuracy,
comprehensiveness, and speed) is achieved through a combination of model simplification
(equivalencing), distributed processing, and simplified or direct computation methods (such
are used for contingency screening) [2].
Risk Based Security Analysis
The concept of risk-based security assessment has been widely discussed and worked on the
power system planning environment. The idea is to compute the risk of insecurity by
assessing the probability of a given contingent event and evaluating the impact of the event
(such as the loss of a single load or a system-wide blackout) should it happen. Assessing the
impact, or “damage function” of a given event is often difficult when examining stability since
many system control and protections may come into play to determine how widespread the
event is. Also, the duration of the impact must be considered as well. However, a risk-based
DSA system would provide operators with information to more fully utilize the existing
system assets. Events that are low-probability/high-impact or high probability/ low-impact
may be treated differently than those that are high-probability/high-impact [2].
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Intelligent Technologies
While some on-line DSA systems currently use intelligent technologies (IT), there exists
tremendous opportunity for the widespread use of such systems. Opportunities for intelligent
technologies include:
• Extracting information from volumes of data
• Automatically learning from the results of on-going security assessment
• Providing smart decision recommendations
• Discovering important features or characteristics of the power system [2]
Other issues
• Dynamic behaviour of power systems is significantly more complex than static
behaviour making classification more difficult.
• A question that arises instinctively is whether an off-line knowledge bases can
accurately capture all the system states and trends?
• The main challenge is to provide time-efficient algorithms as well as reliability.
• How to generate a database that is sufficient and relevant, adequate for usage?
• What is operation point similarity in terms of transient stability? Pattern
recognition techniques involve information about the pre-contingent state of the
system, therefore a concern that raisers is that two operating points can be similar
in terms of sensitivity to transient stability regarding a set of contingency locations,
and very different in terms of similarity to contingencies at different locations. This
is a question that has to be addressed.

1.5 Context, purpose and delimitations of this dissertation
While some contingencies might have a significant impact on power-system stability, the
impact of others is minor. The consequences of a contingency depend on network conditions.
Evaluations of past blackouts have shown that the lack of situational awareness, combined
with an already stressed operating conditions, have been the primary causes of cascading
failures. Considering the significant change of operating paradigm, increased uncertainties of
power-systems operating conditions could lead to potential shifts in stability limits. Under
such conditions, corrective control may become a common tool that ensures reliable
operation of power systems. Therefore, fast and effective tools for rapid recognition of
hazardous operating conditions from the stability point of view are required (so-called
screening methods). In many power systems around the world, real-time Wide-Area
Monitoring System applications are already in operation and facilitate the implementation of
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such tools. Availability of real-time synchronized measurements offers an insight into the
system’s operating states and enables comparisons to past operating states. However,
advanced data analytics techniques are required for the purpose [7].
In most of the methods proposed in the past, the assessment stops at binary classification of
stability. Topology changes are typically not considered and in return, no actionable
information on preventative control actions is provided. Post-fault identification of unstable
groups of generators is a commonly proposed solution, which can be obsolete information
compared to a timely alert of operating point sensitivity to an impending event. Additionally,
most of the methods propose random generation of faults and fault locations, thus not
providing a continuous sense of system sensitivity. A non-transparent, black box approach is
characteristic of data mining methods that does not provide a visual insight of the process
and therefore, practical implementation can prove to be inconvenient [8].

In this work, we limit TSA to the problem of transient stability, concerning first-swing stability
issue. In order to recognize the similarity between operating conditions, an unsupervised
dimensionality reduction technique referred to as the principal component analysis (PCA),
extensively used in various pattern recognition problems [9], [10], [11], is applied. The
method’s key contribution is aimed at producing a visual output, which enables an intuitive
understanding of the cause-effect relationship of system uncertainties that lead to increased
sensitivity to contingencies. At this stage, the proposed framework includes uncertainties
associated with topology configurations, generation dispatch, which directly influences
system inertia, as well as a vast spectrum of loading profiles. Taking into consideration that
matching has to be provided within a fraction of a second, the obtained information can be
used in real-time applications such as decision support, preventative control or remedial
actions that ensure stability and prevent potential cascading events.

1.6 Content overview
Chapter 2 contains the theoretical background. Transient stability assessment methods,
based on intelligent technologies are overviewed (2.1). Theoretical background of powersystem operation and transient stability is cited (2.2, 2.3). The relationship between
operating conditions and fault CCT is analysed on a SMIB (2.4) and on the IEEE New England
system (2.5). Pattern recognition methods and dimensionality reduction methods are
presented (2.6) and a case study of pattern recognition application to the multi-machine IEEE
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New England power-system is shown (2.7). Practical considerations concerning the
application of pattern recognition methods to power-systems are discussed in (2.7).
The proposed method is presented in Chapter 3: An application timeline is presented (3.1)
and it is followed by a detailed explanation of the process of database construction (3.2). A
contingency screening algorithm is presented as a part of efficient database construction.
Dimensionality reduction and similarity based matching process are shown in (3.3).
Performance assessment metrics are given in (3.4).
Applicative demonstration and results analysis are presented in Chapter 4. The method was
initially applied to IEEE New England Test system (4.1). The method was then demonstrated
on the north-western part of the Slovenian power system. Actual loading conditions, obtained
from measurements over a period of one year, were considered, in order to comprise a
realistic loading variability (4.2). In the final demonstration, we used the Slovenian powersystem dynamic model, which showed encouraging results (4.3).The dynamic power system
model was previously validated through WAMS measurements. Results were analysed in
terms of accuracy as well as computational burden.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the concluding remarks, the original scientific contributions
and offers an outlook for future research.
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2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS
2.1 Transient stability assessment methods
Methods for transient stability assessment can be roughly partitioned into: conventional,
time-domain simulations, energy function based methods, as well as the so-called artificial
intelligence methods. Though time-domain simulations can provide an accurate system
dynamic response to a fault by utilizing a precise system model, their time efficiency is
deemed too low for on-line applications.
Energy function-based methods are able to provide a quantitative analysis of contingencies
but the result is usually calculated based on some assumptions leading to a decay in accuracy,
despite fast execution.
Big-data analysis methods always include extensive off-line analysis and are often
disregarded due to their intrinsic black-box quality. However, recently they are gaining
popularity, due to the time-efficiency and accuracy, due to the fact that the modelconstruction that includes accurate time-domain simulations.

2.1.1 Overview of big data analysis methods for power-system
transient stability assessment
Under the concept of smart grids, a large amount of data collected are involved in the state
assessment of power systems to support the energy management, system operation and
decision making. Therefore, efficient summarization techniques are required for extracting
useful patterns and discovering valuable information from redundant measurements in
power system.
Artificial intelligence is concerned with the design of automatic procedures able to learn a
task on the basis of learning a set of solved cases of this task. The heart of the framework is
provided by AI methods used to extract and synthesize relevant information and to
reformulate it in a suitable way for decision-making. This consists of transforming the data
base (DB) of case by case numerical simulations into a power system security knowledge base
(KB). As suggested in Figure 2.1-1 a large variety of AI methods may be used in a toolbox
fashion, according to the type of information they may exploit and/or produce. The final step
consists of using the extracted synthetic information (decision trees, rules, neural network or
statistical approximators) [12].
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Figure 2.1-1: Block diagram of artificial intelligence based methods [12]

Two broad groups of AI can be distinguished: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised
learning usually aims at constructing a model for an assumed relationship between input
attributes (like real-time measurements) and outputs (like stability margins), while
unsupervised learning essentially aims at either uncovering similarities among groups of
security scenarios or correlations among groups of variables used to describe such scenarios
[12].

2.1.1.1

Artificial neural networks

In [12] an intelligent system, composed of a pre-processor, an array of neural networks (NN)
and an interpreter is proposed. The pre-processor partitions the whole set of synchronous
machines into subsets, each one including only two generators. Each subset is assigned to one
NN, which extracts the input/output mapping function of that subset. Then, the interpreter
combines the responses of the NNs in a voting procedure to determine the transient stability
status of the power system. This mechanism can cover the probable errors of the NNs,
increasing the accuracy of the final response of the hybrid intelligent system. In addition to
the transient stability status, this intelligent system can determine tripped generators and
islanded parts of the power system for unstable cases.
In [13] the first part of the proposed algorithm is concerned with selecting a "good" screening
model which in terms of the NN (neural network) terminology is the learning phase. The need
for updating (or tuning) the NN depends on the type of changes that have occurred in the
system operation. For example, the NN must be updated if the network topology changed (due
to network switching,) or if there has been a significant shift in generation-load profile. This
learning phase is performed off-line. The on-line phase of the ACS (Automatic Contingency
Selection) is the part marked as "Contingency Selection". This is the production phase of the
NN. The effectiveness of the NN is measured in terms of the number of missed-detections and
false alarms [14]. A similar Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFNs) is presented in [15].
In reference [16], the authors propose a fast contingency screening scheme using an
Extended Hopfield Neural Network (EHN). This scheme is based on a novel formulation of
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the contingency ranking problem as a combinatorial optimization problem for efficient
solution by the EHN.
Reference [17] proposes a Kohenen neural network implemented as neural network
security classifier. The pre-contingency steady state operating condition of power system is
used as the input pattern of the neural network classifier for proper classification of dynamic
characteristic. Transient stability is the dynamic behaviour by which system security is
assessed and classified. Critical clearing time (CCT) is used as security index for both feature
extraction and classification of system dynamic security states. For the purpose of feature
extraction, correlation between pre-contingency operating condition and system dynamic
characteristic is used. The proposed approach has been demonstrated on the IEEE-39 bus
system with promising results for relatively accurate classification and screening of power
system dynamic security.
Reference [18] proposes a two-staged simplified fuzzy inference method for dynamic
contingency screening in power systems. It plays a key role to classify power system
conditions into stable and unstable states in dynamic security control. Simplified fuzzy
inference is used to express the nonlinear relationship between input and output variables. It
has advantage that it is less time-consuming and is easier to understand due to the crisp
output variable. To improve the solution accuracy, this paper tunes up the fuzzy membership
functions of input variables with tabu search and introduces the supervised learning into the
fuzzy rules. Two-staged simplified fuzzy inference is proposed to enhance the solution
accuracy at the second stage, additional fuzzy membership functions are assigned to areas
that give erroneous result at the first stage.
In [19] the authors propose a fast and accurate method for on-line contingency screening
using the hybrid Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Support Vector Regression (SVR), hence
named GA-SVR. SVR is used to build a model which takes a network topology and load profile
as input and maps them into contingency performance indices. It is desirable to find the
optimal value of SVR parameters to make it fast and accurate. Therefore GA is applied for
searching global optimal parameters for SVR model. Standard IEEE-39 bus system is tested
to illustrate the effectiveness of the presented GA-SVR technique.
In the presented work [20] modified counter propagation network (CPN) with neurofuzzy (NF) feature selector is used for real power contingency ranking of the transmission
system. The CPN is trained to estimate the severity of a series of contingencies for given pre-
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contingencies line-flows. But for larger size system it becomes rather difficult to cope with
the increased size of input pattern and network as well. And it adversely affected the
performance of the network and computational overhead. The proposed NF feature selector
prunes the size of input pattern by exploring the individual power of features to
characterize/discriminate different clusters. The reduced set of discriminating inputs not
only ensures saving in training time but also improves estimation accuracy and execution
time and these are the deciding parameters in evaluating the performance of particular
contingency ranking technique. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated
on IEEE 39-bus test system and practical 75-bus Indian system.

2.1.1.2 Decision Trees
Paper [21] demonstrates how decision trees can be constructed off-line and then utilized online for predicting transient stability in real-time. Primary features of the method include
building a single tree for all fault locations, using a short window of realistic-precision postfault phasor measurements for the prediction, and testing robustness to variations in the
operating point. Several candidate decision trees are tested on 40 800 faults from 50
randomly generated operating points on the New England 39 bus test system [21], [22].
Recently, decision tree based methods have regained popularity. In [23] the proposed
framework builds on previous work of the authors [24], [25] and uses multiple pre-trained
DTs to identify not only “binary status” (stable/unstable) of the uncertain power system but
also the groupings of unstable generators and the sequence in which the generator groups
loose synchronism. It has been observed that changes in the network topology can have a
significant impact on the performance of DTs. Each DT is trained for a 24-hour period
considering uncertainties resulting from the system load and the level of penetration of wind
and Photo Voltaic (PV) generation for a specific network topology. Since the topology of the
transmission network at given time is known the corresponding DT is then used to predict
the grouping of generators and their dynamic behaviour following the disturbance. A number
of Monte Carlo dynamic simulations are executed by sampling all the above mentioned
probability distributions. The sampling of the respective distributions is performed
separately for each load and each RES unit in the system to consider independent behaviour
of loads and RES units within the system. A database of a large number of cases is generated
for a 24-hour period and used to train a single DT for the specific network topology. Dynamic
system behaviour is also addressed more recently in [26], [27]. References [28] and [29]
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tackle a broader issue of dynamic security using a decision tree method. The test results
demonstrate that the proposed schemes are able to identify key security indicators.
A DT-based framework is proposed in [30] for the dynamic security assessment (DSA) in
power system with high penetration of DGs. Two contingency-oriented DTs are trained based
on the databases generated from real-time simulations. One of the well-trained DT is fed with
real-time wide-area measurements to identify potential security issues, and the other DT
provides the online corresponding preventive control strategies to deal with the problems.
In [31] the dominant instability generation group (DIGG) in power system is identified
without time domain simulation since the features adopted for TSA are extracted from
steady-state variables.

2.1.1.3

Support vector machines

Reference [32] first shows that the transient stability status of a power system following a
large disturbance such as a fault can be early predicted based on the measured post-fault
values of the generator voltages, speeds, or rotor angles. Synchronously sampled values
provided by phasor measurement units (PMUs) of the generator voltages, frequencies, or
rotor angles collected immediately after clearing a fault are used as inputs to a support
vector machines (SVM) classifier which predicts the transient stability status. Studies with
the New England 39-bus test system and the Venezuelan power network indicate that fast
and accurate predictions can be made by using the post-fault recovery voltage magnitude
measurements as inputs. During the various tests carried out using the New England 39-bus
test system, the proposed algorithm could always predict when the power system is
approaching a transient instability with over 95% success rate.
A new method for predicting the rotor angle stability status of a power system immediately
after a large disturbance is presented in [33]. The proposed two-stage method involves
estimation of the similarity of post-fault voltage trajectories of the generator buses after the
disturbance to some pre-identified templates and then prediction of the stability status using
a classifier which takes the similarity values calculated at the different generator buses as
inputs. The typical bus voltage variation patterns after a disturbance for both stable and
unstable situations are identified from a database of simulations using fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm. The same database is used to train a support vector machine classifier
which takes proximity of the actual voltage variations to the identified templates as features.
Development of the system and its performance were demonstrated using a case study
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carried out on the IEEE 39-bus system. Investigations showed that the proposed method can
accurately predict the stability status six cycles after the clearance of a fault. Further, the
robustness of the proposed method was examined by analysing its performance in predicting
the instability when the network configuration is altered.

2.1.1.4 Others
To take full advantage of massive power grid data, the random matrix theory is introduced
in [34] with a high-order data-driven model to present the power system parameters and
external data like meteorological information. The eigenvalue-based analysis method is
proven to deal with online transient state analysis.
An online monitor of instantaneous electromechanical dynamics in transmission system is
presented in [35] based on the parallel computing and k-nearest neighbours learning
algorithms. The information that indicating time-varying correlations of power generation
and consumption is extracted with the proposed framework.
An active machine learning solution is proposed in [36] to solve the problems for online
data-driven model updating and offline training, which provide an efficient way for data sets
preparation.
A novel PMU-based robust state estimation method is proposed in [37] for online state
estimation of a power system under different operation conditions with the help of an
adaptive weight assignment function to dynamically adjust the measurement weight
according to the large disturbance revealed from PMU data.
A similar framework is proposed in [38], [39] to enable the utility company for real-time data
processing. The core vector machine (CVM) is used for a two-class classification in 29 to
process the huge amount of PMU data from power grid. The CVM model is trained offline with
24 features extracted from the raw data for an online assessment evaluation for the TSA
problem.
In [40] the transient stability boundary of large-scale power systems is analysed in by a
statistical nonparametric regression methodology based on the critical clearing time to
determine whether a steady-state condition can recover after a given fault.
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2.2 Power systems in steady-state
The steady-state operating conditions of a system just before the occurrence of the
disturbance are obtained as a solution of the power flow. (The terms load-flow and powerflow are used interchangeably). It involves the solution of a system of nonlinear algebraic
equations. The result consists of:
▪

voltages at all buses, represented by magnitude and phase angle

▪

power flows and power losses in transmission lines and transformers

▪

total generation

▪

total demand

Constraints and limitations have to be considered, such as: specified capabilities of
generators, synchronous condensers, and on-load tap changing transformers as well as
specified net interchange between individual power systems, etc.…
Figure 2.2-1 illustrates the power-system model that is typically adopted for power-flow
calculations. Node 1 is the reference node (neutral), while nodes 2, 3, . . . , n are the internal
machine buses, or the buses to which the voltages behind transient reactances are applied.
Passive impedances connect the various nodes and connect the nodes to the reference at load
buses.
A network performance matrix equation is:
𝑰 = 𝒀𝑽

(2.2-1)

V……vector of complex bus voltages, measured with respect to the reference bus
I ……vector of impressed complex bus currents
Y……complex bus admittances matrix
Elements of matrix V can be expressed as:
̅𝑉𝑖 =

1
(𝐼𝑖̅
𝑌̅𝑖𝑖

̅ ̅
− ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑌𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑗 )

(2.2-2)

𝑗≠𝑖

The complex power impressed at a bus i is given by :
(𝑃𝑖 + 𝑗𝑄𝑖 ) = 𝑉̅𝑖 𝐼𝑖∗̅

(2.2-3)

Therefore, the impressed current at bus i is:
𝐼𝑖̅ =

(𝑃𝑖 −𝑗𝑄𝑖 )
̅𝑖∗
𝑉

Equation 2.2-2 can be written as:

(2.2-4)
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𝑉̅𝑖 =

1 (𝑃𝑖 −𝑗𝑄𝑖 )
( ̅∗ −
𝑌̅𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑖

̅ ̅
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑌𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑗 )

(2.2-5)

𝑗≠𝑖

for i = 1 : m - 1 where m is the number of buses and slack bus voltage is known.
The system of equations is solved iteratively by using numerical methods such as GaussSeidel, Newton-Raphson or modified techniques to obtain the complex voltages of the system.
Methods for power-flow calculation are outside the scope of this work. When the complex bus
voltages are known, line power flow, and total system losses can be calculated.
The active power delivered to the network by any machine is given by:
𝑃𝑒𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒(𝐸̅𝑖 𝐼𝑖∗̅ ) = 𝑅𝑒 {𝐸𝑖 /𝛿𝑖 𝐼𝑖 /− 𝛾𝑖 }

(2.2-6)

𝑃𝑒𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒 {𝐸𝑖 𝐸1 𝑌𝑖1 /𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿1 − 𝜃𝑖1 + 𝐸𝑖 𝐸2 𝑌𝑖2 /𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿2 − 𝜃𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝐸𝑖 𝐸𝑛 𝑌𝑛𝑛 /𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑛 −
𝜃𝑖𝑛 }

(2.2-7)

𝑃𝑒𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐸𝑖 𝐸𝑗 𝑌𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑠{(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗 ) − 𝜃𝑖𝑗 }

(2.2-8)

The power-flow equations for k-th generator bus are:
𝑃𝑘 =

𝐸𝑘 𝑉 𝑘
sin(𝛩𝑘
𝑧𝑘

𝑚
2
− 𝛿𝑖 ) + ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐵𝑘𝑗 sin(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 ) + 𝑉𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝑘𝑘 + ∑𝑗=1 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐺𝑘𝑗 cos(𝛩𝑘 −
𝑗≠𝑘

𝑗≠𝑘

𝛩𝑗 )
𝑄𝑘 =
𝛩𝑗 ) −

EK
Vj
Vk
Bkk
Bkj
Gkj
Θk
Θj
δi
m

(2.2-9)
−𝐸𝑘 𝑉𝑘
cos(𝛩𝑘
𝑧𝑘

𝑚
2
− 𝛿𝑖 ) + ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐺𝑘𝑗 sin(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 ) − 𝑉𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝑘𝑘 − ∑𝑗=1 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐵𝑘𝑗 cos(𝛩𝑘 −
𝑗≠𝑘

𝑗≠𝑘

1
𝑥𝑑𝑖 𝑉𝑘2

voltage magnitude at generator bus k
voltage magnitude at bus j
voltage magnitude at bus k
sum of susceptances of all branches connected to bus i
series susceptance between buses k and j
series conductance between buses k and j
voltage phase angle at bus k
voltage phase angle at bus j
rotor angle of generator
number of all buses

Similarly, power-flow equations for load buses are given by:

(2.2-10)
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𝑚
2
𝑃𝑘 = ∑𝑚
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑘 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐵𝑘𝑗 sin(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 ) + 𝑉𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝑘𝑘 + ∑𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑘 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐺𝑘𝑗 cos(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 )

(2.2-11)

𝑚
2
𝑄𝑘 = ∑𝑚
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑘 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐺𝑘𝑗 sin(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 ) − 𝑉𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝑘𝑘 − ∑𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑘 𝑉𝑘 𝑉𝑗 𝐵𝑘𝑗 cos(𝛩𝑘 − 𝛩𝑗 )

(2.2-12)

Figure 2.2-1: Illustration of power-system model adopted for power-flow calculation [1]

2.3 Transient stability of electrical power systems
Theoretical background summarized in Chapter 2.3 is fully cited from [41].

2.3.1 Derivation of the transient power-angle characteristic
Any disturbance acting on a generator will produce a sudden change in the armature currents
and flux. This flux change induces additional currents in the rotor windings, both field and
damper, that expel the armature flux into high reluctance paths around the rotor so as to
screen the rotor and keep the rotor flux linkage constant.
Figure 2.3-1[41] illustrates the path of the post-fault armature flux. In the subtransient state
(a), these is a screening effect on the field and the damper windings, while in the transient
state (b) the screening is only effective on the field winding. In other words, induced rotor
currents decay with time as the armature flux penetrates first the damper windings and then
the field winding.
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As the emf Eq is proportional to the field current the additional induced field current will cause
changes in Eq so that the assumption of constant Eq commonly used to derive the static powerangle characteristic is invalid in the analysis of post-disturbance rotor dynamics.
Usually the frequency of rotor oscillations is about 1-2 Hz which corresponds to an
electromechanical swing period of about 1-0.5 seconds. This period can be compared with
the generator subtransient open-circuit time constants T’’d0 and T’’q0 which are in the region
of a few hundredths of a second. On the other hand the d-axis transient time constant T’d0 is
in the region of a few seconds while the q-axis time constant T’q0 is about one second.
Consequently, on the time scale associated with rotor oscillations, it may be assumed that
changes in the armature flux can penetrate the damper windings but that the field winding
and the round-rotor body act as perfect screens maintaining constant flux linkages. This
implies that the transient emfs E’d and E’q can be considered as constants.

Figure 2.3-1: Path of the post-fault armature flux [41]

2.3.1.1

Constant flux linkage model

Let us assume that the generator is connected to an infinite busbar and that all the resistances
and shunt impedances associated with the transformer and network can be neglected. The
corresponding equivalent circuit and phasor diagram of the round rotor and salient-pole
generator in the transient state are then as shown. The fictitious rotor of the infinite busbar
serves as the synchronously rotating reference axis. The reactances of the step-up
transformer and the connecting network can be combined with that of the generator to give:
𝑥𝑑′ = 𝑋𝑑′ + 𝑋

𝑥𝑞′ = 𝑋𝑞′ + 𝑋

(2.3-1)

where X’d and X’q are the d- and q-axis transient reactances of the generator, and X = XT+ XS.
The voltage equations can now be constructed using Figure 2.3-2 to give:
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𝐸𝑑′ = 𝑉𝑠𝑑 + 𝑥𝑞′ 𝐼𝑞 𝐸𝑞′ = 𝑉𝑠𝑞 − 𝑥𝑑′ 𝐼𝑑

(2.3-2)

where Vsd and Vsq are the d- and q- components of the infinite busbar voltage Vs given by:
Vsd = - Vs sin δ and Vsq = Vs cos δ.
As all resistances are neglected the air-gap power is Pe = Vsd Id+ VsqIq. Substituting the values
for Vsd and Vsq and the currents Id and Iq calculated from 2.3-2 gives:

𝑃𝑒 = 𝑃𝑆 = 𝑉𝑠𝑑 𝐼𝑑 + 𝑉𝑠𝑞 𝐼𝑞 = −
𝑃𝑒 = 𝑃𝐸′ (𝛿) =

𝐸𝑞′ 𝑉𝑠
′
𝑥𝑑

sinδ +

𝐸𝑞′ 𝑉𝑠𝑑
′
𝑥𝑑

+

𝐸𝑑′ 𝑉𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿
𝑥𝑞′

𝑉𝑠𝑑 𝑉𝑠𝑞
′
𝑥𝑑

−

+

𝐸𝑑′ 𝑉𝑠𝑞
𝑥𝑞′

−

𝑉𝑠𝑑 𝑉𝑠𝑞
𝑥𝑞′

′

𝑉𝑠2 𝑥𝑞′ −𝑥𝑑
′ sin 2𝛿
2 𝑥𝑞′ 𝑥𝑑

(2.3-3)
(2.3-4)

Equation 2.3-4 defines the air-gap power as a function of δ and the (d,q)-components of the
transient emf, and is valid for any generator, with or without transient saliency. The phasor
diagram in Figure 2.3-3 a) shows that E’d = -E’sin α, E’q = E’cos α, δ = δ‘+α. Substituting these
relationships into 2.3-4 gives, after some simple but tedious algebra,

𝑃𝐸′ (𝛿 ′ ) =

𝐸′𝑉𝑠
′
2
′ [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼
𝑥𝑑

+

′
′
′
𝑥𝑑
1 𝑥 ′ −𝑥
𝑉 2 𝑥 ′ −𝑥
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝛼) + ( 𝑞 ′ 𝑑) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿 ′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼] − 𝑠 𝑞′ ′𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝛿 ′
′
𝑥𝑞
2
𝑥𝑞
2 𝑥𝑞 𝑥𝑑

𝛼)

+

(2.3-5)

Assuming constant rotor flux linkages, the values of the emfs E’d and E’q are also constant
implying that both E’ = constant and α= constant. A generator with a laminated, salient-pole,
rotor cannot produce effective screening in the q-axis with the effect that x’q= xq. Inspection
of the phasor diagram in Figure 2.3-3 b) shows that in this case E’ lies along the q-axis so that
α = 0 and δ’ = δ. Consequently, in this special case, 2.3-5 simplifies to:

𝑃𝐸′ (𝛿 ′ ) =

𝐸𝑞 ′𝑉𝑠
′
𝑥𝑑

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿 ′ −

′
𝑉𝑠2 𝑥𝑞′ −𝑥𝑑
′
′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛿
2 𝑥𝑞′ 𝑥𝑑

(2.3-6)
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Figure 2.3-2: Circuit diagram of the generator-infinite busbar sstem in the transient state
[41]

2.3.1.2 Classical model
The constant flux linkage model expressed by 2.3-6 can be simplified by ignoring transient
saliency, that is assuming 𝑥𝑑′ ≈ 𝑥𝑞′ .With this assumption the equation simplifies to:

𝑃𝑒 = 𝑃𝐸′ (𝛿 ′ ) ≈

𝐸 ′ 𝑉𝑆
′
′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
𝑥𝑑

(2.3-7)

The assumption of 𝑥𝑑′ = 𝑥𝑞′ allows the separate d- and q-axis circuits shown in Figure 2.3-2 to
be replaced by one simple equivalent circuit shown, assuming 𝑥𝑑′ = 𝑥𝑞′ , α is also calculated
under this assumption and is designated α’. Normally 𝑥𝑞′ > 𝑥𝑑′ and α ’> α.
In this classical model all the voltages, emfs and currents are phasors in the network reference
frame rather than their components resolved along the (d,q) axes.
However it should be noted that the generator is connected to the infinite busbar through the
reactance X = XT+ XS so that x’d = X’d+ X and x’q= X’q+ X. The influence of X is such that as its
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Figure 2.3-3: Phasor diagrams of the generator-infinite busbar system in the transient
state
round-rotor generator, b) salient-pole generetor [41]

magnitude increases the closer the term x’d / x’q approaches unity whilst the term

(x’q-

x’d)/x’dx’q approaches zero.
Consequently when the network reactance is large the classical model, and the constant flux
linkage model, give very similar results even for a generator with a laminated, salient pole,
rotor.
It is important to note that δ’ is the angle between VS and E’ and not the angle between VS and
the q-axis.
However during the transient period the emfs Ed’ and Eq’ are assumed to be constant (with
respect to the rotor axes) and α (or α’) is also constant with:

𝛿 = 𝛿 ′ + 𝛼,

𝑑𝛿
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝛿 ′
𝑑𝑡

and

𝑑2 𝛿
𝑑𝑡 2

=

𝑑2 𝛿 ′
𝑑𝑡 2

This allows δ’ to be used in the swing equation instead of δ when it becomes:

(2.3-8)
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𝑀

𝑑2 𝛿 ′
𝑑𝑡 2

= 𝑃𝑚 −

𝐸 ′ 𝑉𝑠
′
′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
𝑥𝑑

−𝐷

𝑑𝛿 ′
𝑑𝑡

(2.3-9)

An important advantage of the classical model is that the generator reactance may be treated
in a similar way to the reactance of the transmission lines and other network elements. This
has particular importance for multi-machine systems when combining the algebraic
equations describing the generator and the network is not as easy as for the generator-infinite
busbar system.
Since the first swing is largely an inertial response to a given accelerating torque, the classical
model does provide useful information as to system response during this brief period.

2.3.1.3

Steady state and transient characteristics on the power-angle diagram

It is now important to understand how the dynamic characteristic of a generator is located
with respect to the static characteristic on the power-angle diagram. For a given stable
equilibrium point, when Pe = Pm the balance of power must be held whichever characteristic
is considered so that both the static and the dynamic characteristic must intersect at the
stable equilibrium point. Generally, the angle α between δ’0 and δ0 is not equal to zero and the
transient characteristic is shifted to the right. For salient-pole generators, α = 0, both
characteristics originate at the same point, and the intersection between them at the
equilibrium point is due to a distortion in the sine shape of the transient characteristic.
Figure 2.3-4 shows that by neglecting transient saliency the classical model does not generally
significantly distort the transient characteristics. As x’d< xd the amplitude of the transient
characteristic is higher than the amplitude of the steady-state characteristic. Consequently
the slope of the transient characteristic at the stable equilibrium point, referred to as the
transient synchronising power coefficient is steeper than the slope of the steady-state
characteristic, KEq defined as:

𝐾𝐸′ =

𝜕𝑃𝐸′
|. ′ ′
𝜕𝛿 ′ 𝛿 =𝛿𝑠

(2.3-10)
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Figure 2.3-4: Comparioson of stedy-state and transient characteristics [41]
For the classical model KE’ = E’Vscosδ’s/x’d. When the generator loading is changed Pm changes
and the stable equilibrium point is shifted to a new position on the steady-state characteristic
PEq(δ) provided that Pm does not exceed the pull-out power. This increased load modifies the
transient characteristics illustrated in Figure 2.3-5 which shows three transient
characteristics corresponding to three different mechanical powers Pm(1),

Pm(2), Pm(3). The

generator excitation (and therefore amplitude of the steady-state characteristic) is assumed
to be unchanged. Each new steady-state equilibrium point corresponds to a different value of
E' and a different transient characteristic PE’(δ) crossing the equilibrium point.
Note that increased loading results in a smaller transient emf E'so that the amplitude of the
transient characteristics reduced. This shows that an increase in the armature current I0
results in a larger voltage drop across the reactances xd- x’d and xq- x’q and therefore a smaller
E’0= E' value.

Figure 2.3-5: Effect of increased load on round rotor generator [41]
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2.3.2 Equal area criterion and critical clearing time (CCT) of threephase faults
A sudden disturbance will cause additional currents being induced in the rotor windings so
as to maintain constant rotor flux linkages and therefore constant E’. As the synchronous emfs
Ed and Eq follow the changes in the field winding current and the rotor body current
respectively, they cannot be assumed to be constant and any rotor swings must therefore
follow the transient power-angle curve PE’.
Disturbances in a generator-infinite busbar system may arise due to a change in the turbine
mechanical power or a change in the equivalent system reactance. The effect will be a
disturbance of the rotor angle δ from its equilibrium value δ1 to a new value δ2.
The reaction of the system to this disturbance is illustrated in Figure 2.3-6, which shows both
the steady-state (PEq) and the transient (PE’). The initial disturbed generator operating point
will be at point 2 on the transient characteristic PE’ (δ) which crosses the pre-disturbance
stable equilibrium point 1.

Figure 2.3-6: Active power trasient characteristics for a three-phase fault [41]
Increasing the rotor angle from δ1 to δ2 is interpreted as work performed by the disturbance
on the rotor. In rotational motion, work is equal to the integral of the torque acting over the
angular displacement (δ1 to δ2) and in this case the resulting torque is equal to the difference
between the electrical, transient torque and the assumed constant mechanical torque. As
power is equal to the product of torque and angular velocity, and assuming that angular
velocity is near synchronous velocity, the work done by the disturbance is proportional to the
integral of the net power acting over the angular displacement, that is:
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𝛿

𝑊1−2 = ∫𝛿 2 [𝑃𝐸′ (𝛿) − 𝑃𝑚 ] 𝑑𝛿 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (1 − 2 − 4)
1

(2.3-11)

As the rotor speed deviation Δω at point 2 is assumed to be zero (the velocity is near
synchronous) the kinetic energy of the rotor is the same as that at equilibrium point 1. This
means that the work done by the disturbance 𝑊1−2 increases the system potential energy
(with respect to equilibrium point 1) by:
𝐸𝑝 = 𝑊1−2 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (1 − 2 − 4)

(2.3-12)

This initial potential energy provides the impetus necessary to move the rotor back towards
its equilibrium point 1.
At the disturbed rotor position 2 the mechanical driving torque and power is less than the
opposing electrical torque and power, the resulting net deceleration power (equal to segment
4-2) starts to reduce the rotor speed (with respect to synchronous speed) and the rotor angle
will decrease.
At the equilibrium point 1 all the potential energy 𝑊1−2 will be converted into kinetic energy
and the deceleration work done is equal to:
1

𝐸𝑘 = 𝑊1−2 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(1 − 2 − 4) = 2 𝑀𝛥𝜔2

(2.3-13)

The kinetic energy will now push the rotor past the equilibrium point δ1 so that it continues
to move along curve 1-3. On this part of the characteristic the mechanical driving torque is
greater than the opposing electrical torque and the rotor begins to accelerate. Acceleration
will continue until the work performed by the acceleration torque becomes equal to the work
performed previously by the deceleration torque. This happens at point 3 when:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(1 − 3 − 5) = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(1 − 2 − 4)

(2.3-14)

At this point the generator speed is again equal to synchronous speed but, as Pm > PE’ the rotor
will continue to accelerate increasing its speed above synchronous and will swing back
towards δ1. In the absence of any damping the rotor will continually oscillate between points
2 and 3, as described by the swing equation.
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2.3.2.1

Three-phase fault

Figure 2.3-7 shows how the equal area criterion, described in the previous subsection, can be
used to analyse the effect of a three-phase fault on the system stability. To simplify the
discussion damping will be neglected (PD = 0) and the changes in the rotor speed will be
assumed to be too small to activate the turbine governor system.
In this case the mechanical power input Pm from the turbine can be assumed to be constant.
For a three-phase fault ΔxF = 0. Thus power transfer from the generator to the system is
completely blocked by the fault with the fault current being purely inductive.

Figure 2.3-7: Three-phase fault a)stable case, b)unstable case [41]
During the fault the electrical power drops from its prefault value to zero as illustrated by line
1-2 in Figure 2.3-7 and remains at zero until the fault is cleared by opening the circuit-breaker.
During this time the rotor acceleration ε can be obtained from the swing equation by dividing
both sides by M, substituting Pe = 0, PD = 0 and writing in terms of δ’ to give:

𝜀=

𝑑2𝛿′
𝑑𝑡 2

=

𝑃𝑚
𝑀

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

(2.3-15)

Integrating equation 2.3-15 twice with the initial conditions δ’ (t = 0) = δ1; and Δω (t = 0) = 0
gives the power angle trajectory as:

𝛿 ′ = 𝛿1 +

𝜀𝑡 2
2

(2.3-16)
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This corresponds to the parabola (a-b-d) in Figure 2.3-7a. Before the fault is cleared the rotor
moves from point 2 to point 3 on the power-angle diagram and acquires a kinetic energy
proportional to the shaded area (1-2-3-4).
When the fault is cleared at t = t1, the rotor again follows the power angle characteristic PE’ so
that the operating point jumps from point 3 to point 5.
The rotor now experiences a deceleration torque, with magnitude proportional to the length
of the line 4-5, and starts to decelerate. However, due to its momentum, the rotor continues
to increase its angle until the work done during deceleration, area (4-5-6-7), equals the kinetic
energy acquired during acceleration, area (1-2-3-4).
The rotor again reaches synchronous speed at point 6 when:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(4 − 5 − 6 − 7) = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(1 − 2 − 3 − 4)

(2.3-17)

In the absence of damping the cycle repeats and the rotor swings back and forth around point
1 performing synchronous swings. The generator does not lose synchronism and the system
is stable.
Figure 2.3-7b shows a similar situation but with a substantially longer fault clearing time
= t2 > t1 when the kinetic energy acquired during acceleration, proportional to the area

t
(1-

2-3-4) is much larger than in Figure 2.3-7a.
As a result the work performed during deceleration, proportional to the area (4-5-8), cannot
absorb the kinetic energy acquired during acceleration and the speed deviation does not
become equal to zero before the rotor reaches point 8.
After passing point 8 the electrical power PE’ is less than the mechanical power Pm and the
rotor experiences a net acceleration torque which further increases its angle. In other words,
the rotor makes an asynchronous rotation and loses synchronism with the system.
Two important points arise from this discussion. The first is that the generator loses stability
if, during one of the swings, the operating point passes point 8 on the characteristic. This point
corresponds to the transient rotor angle being equal to π-δ1 where δ1 is the stable equilibrium
value of the transient rotor angle.
Area (4-5-8) is therefore the available deceleration area with which to stop the swinging
generator rotor. The corresponding transient stability condition states that the available
deceleration area must be larger than the acceleration area forced by the fault.
For the case shown in Figure 2.3-7a this criterion is:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(1 − 2 − 3 − 4) < 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(4 − 5 − 8)

(2.3-18)
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As the generator did not use the whole available decelerating area the remaining area

(6-

7-8), divided by the available deceleration area, can be used to define the transient stability
margin:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(6−7−8)

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(4−5−8)

(2.3-19)

The second important observation is that fault clearing time is a major factor in determining
the stability of the generator. The accelerating area (1-2-3-4) is proportional to the square of
the clearing time. The longest clearing time for which the generator will remain in
synchronism is referred to as the critical clearing time. The relative difference between the
critical clearing time and the actual clearing time can be used to give another measure of the
transient stability margin where tcr and tf are the critical and actual clearing times.

𝐾𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝑡𝑐𝑟 −𝑡𝑓
𝑡𝑐𝑟

(2.3-20)
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2.4 Example of CCT sensitivity to shifts in steady state
operating point on Single Machine Infinite Bus SystemSMIB
In the following subsections, the effect of the pre-fault operating point on the critical clearing
time (CCT) will be investigated. The presented Single Machine Infinite Bus model will be used
for the sake of clarity. A three-phase fault will be applied at bus ZB1 in all cases except for the
subsection where the impedance distance of the fault location will be investigated. In that
case, the fault location will be ZB3 (see Figure 2.4-1). Negative reactive power implies that
the generating unit is underexcited and therefore, absorbs reactive power from the network,
thus reducing the network voltage. Positive reactive power implies that the generating unit is
overexcited and therefore, injects reactive power into the network, thus increasing the
network voltage.

G1

ZB1

ZB2

ZB3

ZB- DUM

TM

LOAD

Figure 2.4-1: SMIB scheme
G1

Sn= 1500 MVA, Tm= 6.6 s, x’d= 45 Ω

Line ZB1-ZB2 l= 200 km, x= 0.33Ω/km, c= 12nF/km
Line ZB2-ZB3 l= 400 km, x= 0.33Ω/km, c= 12nF/km

2.4.1.1

Generator modelled as PQ in power-flow

The generating unit is modelled as a constant P, constant Q. Reactive power, Q is varied from
-200 MVAr to 800 MVAr by a step of 200 MVAr, while active power P is kept constant at three
operating points: 500 (1/3 Sn), 1000 (2/3 Sn) and 1500 MW (Sn). This resulted in 18 operating
points.
The resulting CCT varies from 0.432 s to 0.492 s in the first setting of the active power, when
active power output is 500 MW. In the second set of operating points the CCT varies from
0.23s to 0.310 s, while in the third set, the CCT varies from 0.120 s to 0225 s. The dependency
is illustrated in Figure 2.4-2 and Figure 2.4-3.
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Operation points with relatively high rotor angles and relatively low voltages have low CCTs.
In contrast, the CCT rises as the rotor angle is reduced and the voltage is augmented. Active
power is closely linked to the rotor angle, while terminal voltage is linked to reactive power.
Therefore, operation point associated with potentially dangerously low CCTs are
characterised by high active power output and relatively high reactive power absorptions.

CCT
0,6

CCT in seconds

0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
-50

-250

150

350

550

750

Reactive power in MVAr
P = 1500 MW

P = 1000 MW

P = 500 MW

Figure 2.4-2: CCT characteristics depending on operating point

Operation point
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30
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CCT = 0.120 s
CCT = 0.225 s
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CCT = 0.310 s

CCT = 0.230 s
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CCT = 0.492 s
5

CCT = 0.432 s

0
1,05

1,15

1,25

1,35
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Figure 2.4-3: PQ modelled generator voltage-angle characteristics
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2.4.1.2

Generator modelled as PV in power-flow

The generating unit is modelled as constant P, constant V. Voltage is varied from 0.9 pu to 1.5
pu by a step of 0.05 pu, while P is kept constant at three sets of operating points 500 (1/3 Sn),
1000 (2/3 Sn) and 1500 MW (Sn). This resulted in 39 operating points.
The CCT varies from 0.377 s to 0.483 s in the first set of operating points. In the second set of
operating points, the CCT varies from 0.171 s to 0.303 s, while in the third set of operating
points it varies from 0.071 s to 0.222 s. The dependency is illustrated in Figure 2.4-4 and
Figure 2.3-5.
Low CCTs are associated with high rotor angles. The rise of rotor angles is a consequence of
the relatively high active power as well as low voltage. Figure 2.4-6 summarizes all the
operating points included in 2.4.1.1 (18 cases) and 2.4.1.2 (39 cases), sorted by their
respective CCTs.
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Figure 2.4-4: CCT characteristics depending on operating point
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Operation point
Load angle in degrees
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Figure 2.4-5: PQ modelled generator operation points
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Figure 2.4-6: Summary of CCT characteristics depending on operating point
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From Figure 2.4-6 we conclude:
As suspected, the impact of active power output has a large role. The higher the prefault active power, the lower the CCT. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4-7. The fault is
cleared when the acceleration area 1-2-3-4 is smaller or equal to the available
deceleration area 4-5-6. The left illustration shows a case with relatively large active
power output. Surface 1-2-3-4 represents the acceleration surface. Geometrically,
side 1-2 of the rectangle is quite large, side 2-3, which is proportional to the fault
duration must remain relatively short. In contrast, a case with a relatively low prefault active power output is represented in the right illustration of Figure 2.4-7. Here,
side 1-2 of the acceleration surface 1-2-3-4 is small, which means that side 2-3,
representing the fault duration, can be relatively larger, in terms of equal area
criterion. Since side 2-3 is proportional to the duration of the fault, the CCT of the fault
is relatively larger. However, the active power is not the sole factor that determines
the impact of the contingency.

Figure 2.4-7: Illustration of equal area criterion: role of active power
•

The role of reactive power is not negligible in some cases. Larger reactive power
outputs (Q>0) result in augmented terminal voltage. Figure 2.4-8 illustrates two
operation points. The right illustration shows a case with larger reactive power
output, hence a larger E’ which results in a different pre-fault characteristic. As shown,
the deceleration surface 4-5-6 is augmented. In return, this makes a pre-fault state
less vulnerable, in the sense that the CCT of a fault is also augmented. A different
observation is valid in case of reactive power absorption (Q<0). Larger absolute
values of Q imply reduced voltage and an augmented rotor angle. Consequently, the
available deceleration surface is decreased and the CCT of the fault is lower.
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Figure 2.4-8: Illustration of equal area criterion: role of reactive power

2.4.1.3 The effect of impedance distance to fault location on CCT
In the previous segment, the impact of the pre-fault operating point was investigated, under
the assumption that the fault location is at the generator high-voltage terminal. In this
segment the fault location is varied by augmenting the impedance distance between the
generator and the location of the fault. Instead of locating the fault at ZB1, now the fault is
located at ZB3. All the operating points from the previous segment are included in this
chapter as well. Figure 2.4-9 summarizes the results: the CCT increases as the fault occurs at
a larger impedance distance from G1, regardless of the operating point. However, the relative
differences are smaller when the CCTs are lower. As the CCT itself augments, so does the
difference between the CCTs of the two contingencies, located differently with respect to the
generator. The reason for this effect is illustrated in Figure 2.4-10. In cases where the prefault generator angle is relatively high (left illustration in Figure 2.4-10), the effect of the
impedance distance to the fault location is such that the acceleration surface is 1-2’-3’-4 (ZB3),
instead of 1-2-3-4 (ZB1), the latter of which is in the case of three-phase fault at the generator
terminal. The impact of the augmented electrical distance of the fault is emphasised in prefault states where the pre-fault rotor angle is relatively low (right illustration in Figure
2.4-10) where the acceleration surface is 1-2’-3’-4 (ZB3) instead of 1-2-3-4 (ZB1). In this case,
the influence of the impedance distance is relatively much more significant, since surface 2’2-3-3’ captures a larger portion of surface 1-2-3-4. Consequentially, the discrepancy between
CCTs of faults at the two locations in these cases is much larger. Hence, this explains the
variability in the differences of CCTs in Figure 2.4-6, with regards to the fault location. The
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operation points, numbered from 1 to 57 correspond to those in Figure 2.4-6, where they are
arranged by augmenting CCT.
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0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57

Operation point
CCT of fault location ZB1

CCT of fault location ZB3

Figure 2.4-9: CCT comparison, with regards to fault distance from G1

Figure 2.4-10: Illustration of equal area criterion: role of impedance distance

2.4.1.4

The effect of AVR on first-swing transient stability [41]

When a fault occurs, the generator terminal voltage drops and the large regulation error
causes the AVR to increase the generator field current. When no AVR is present this faulted
system may have a lower CCT as shown in the left illustration in Figure 2.4-11. The effect of
the AVR, shown in the right illustration on Figure 2.4-11, is to increase the field current
leading to an increase in the transient emf E’. In this example the rotor reaches a maximum
power angle at point 6, when the decelerating area (4-5-6-7) equals the accelerating area (1-
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2-3-4) before starting to move back towards the equilibrium point. Consequently, as E’
increases, the accelerating power decreases and the accelerating area (1-2-3-4) is slightly
reduced. When the fault is cleared, the system will follow a higher power-angle characteristic
resulting from the new E’ so that a larger decelerating area is available [41].

Figure 2.4-11: Illustration of equal area criteria: role of AVR [41]
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2.5 Example of CCT sensitivity to shifts in steady-state
operating point on multimachine power-system IEEE
New England test system (IEEE 39)
The scope of this chapter is to discern the effect of various impact factors to the CCT of faults
on generator’s step-up transformer’s high voltage buses in a standard multimachine powersystem. The 39-bus system (also called IEEE New England), illustrated in Figure 2.5-1,
contains nine (G2-G9) generators modelled as PQ types in load-flow and one modelled as a
slack (G1). Dynamic models of all generators are represented by sixth order model. Both AVR
and speed governors were turned off for this example. Loads are modelled as constant
impedances. All data regarding the modelling of the system and the initial operating point
were obtained from [53] and also shown in Appendix 1. Figure 2.5-2 contains a simple
illustratration of the topological configuration of the considered power-system.

Figure 2.5-1: Illustration of IEEE New England
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Figure 2.5-2: Topological structure of IEEE New England
When a system has a large number of input parameters and it is computationally expensive
to evaluate the model, a screening method can be used to identify the most influential
parameters. The so-called Morris screening method suggests creating a multidimensional
semi-global trajectory within its search space and can efficiently identify the most influential
parameters. A prominent feature of this approach is its low computational cost. It requires
p(r + 1) simulations, changing one variable at a time by a pre-defined magnitude. Here, r is
the number of levels in Morris trajectory generation.
A significantly reduced computational burden with respect to full global sensitivity
assessment approaches makes it efficient and feasible for application in realistic power
networks with many uncertain parameters [24].
In the following subsection we analyse the influence of several key variables and elements to
the CCT of different faults. This includes system topology and loading level. Under this
proposition, one load profile is selected, while N different configuration scenarios are
considered (N-number of lines). In this case, there are 34 lines, so 35 scenarios are
considered, one with full configuration and 34 N-1 scenarios, where one line is disconnected.
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In order to assess the effect of a single load, each of the 19 loads was individually augmented
around their respective initial state P0, Q0, [53] to P0+0.5P0 and simultaneously Q0+0.5Q0. This
resulted in 19 load profiles that deviate from the initially considered load profile [53] by only
one load at a time (e.g. For load profile 15, load 15 from Figure 2.5-1 is augmented by 50%
from its initial value). Additionally, N-1 scenarios were considered, where on line at a time
was disconnected, except for line 22 in Figure 2.5-1, since the disconnection of line 22 causes
system islanding. Topology configuration marked as 35 in Figure 2.5-3 to Figure 2.5-7 is the
full network configuration, when all lines are connected.
Consequently, the CCTs of a three-phase fault on all generator high voltage buses (buses: 39,
6, 10, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25, 29, 2) were recalculated for each pre-fault operating point. All faults
were cleared without tripping of any element. Figures 2.5-3 to 2.5-7 represent the CCT of the
considered faults, under the various steady-state scenarios. A few comments on the presented
results follow:
Figure 2.5-3: CCTs of Generators 2 and 3 are sensitive to load 18, except in the case when G3
is electrically distant from this load, when either lines 12 or 16 are out of operation. In this
case, the unit commitment of G3 is reduced and the relative CCT is significantly higher. Loads
2 and 4 are also influential in the CCT of G2 and G3. Topological configurations 14, 15 as well
as 19,20 cause a drop in the CCT of both G2 and G3, since the electrical proximity to the rest
of the system is reduced. For cases 14 and 15, the proximity to the western part of the system
(G1) is reduced and in the case of 19, 20 the proximity to the eastern part of the system is
reduced (G4, G5…). The voltage support from the rest of the system is reduced, which pushes
G2 and G3 into a higher production of active and reactive power, where the influence of the
increased active power in conjunction with the relatively lower voltage profile, (despite the
higher reactive power production) causes a reduction in the CCT.
Figure 2.5-4: Load 9 is crucial to the stability of machines G4 and G5, since its augmentation
results in a significant reduction of the respective CCT, regardless of the considered
topological configuration. The disconnection of line 27 also reduces the CCTs of G4 and G5,
since the electrical proximity to G6 and G7 is reduced. This in return reduces the voltage
support and it increases the unit commitment of G4 and G5, since load 10 is now powered by
G4 and G5. On the other hand, the disconnection of line 20 acts as a disconnection to load 6,
which positively influences the observed CCTs.
Figure 2.5-5: CCTs of Generators G6 and G7 is positively influenced by the disconnection of
line 27, in contrast to generators G4 and G5, since in this case, the unit commitment in terms
of active power production is reduced. A significant reduction in the CCTs is evident in case
of an augmented load 12 and a disconnected line 24. The isolation of bus 24 from the rest of
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the system results in a significant drop in the voltage. Operating points of G6 and G7 now shift
considerably, resulting in a reduction of their respective CCTs.
Figure 2.5-6: CCTs of generators G8 and G10 are sensitive to lines 21 and 26, since the
disconnection of these lines causes an electrical separation from machines cluster G4, G5, G6
and G7. The overall result is an augmented unit commitment of both machines G8 and G10. In
contrast, the disconnected line 4 positively effects the CCT of G10.
Figure 2.5-7: CCT of G9 is sensitive to load 17 as well as to the disconnection of lines 21, 26,
30. There are two specific cases: increased loads 14 and 16 in conjunction with the
disconnection of line 34. In these cases, there is a significant drop of voltage at the load buses,
since they are now not powered by G9. Instead, they are powered by electrically distant
generators, which causes a significant drop in voltage.

Since only one load at a time was augmented, the sensitivity analysis was limited to the loads
in the electrical vicinity. Each fault location shows a specific pattern of sensitivity to a different
set of variables and elements. It was shown that electrical proximity plays a key role in terms
of the respective influence on the considered CCT of a fault. There are however, examples
where some key elements can result in an overall shift of the pre-fault power-flow, thus
influencing system-wide faults.
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Figure 2.5-3: Patterns of CCT with regards to shifts in operating conditions for G2 and G3
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Figure 2.5-4: Patterns of CCT with regards to shifts in operating conditions for G4 and G5
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Figure 2.5-5: Patterns of CCT with regards to shifts in operating conditions for G6 and G7
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Figure 2.5-6: Patterns of CCT with regards to shifts in operating conditions for G8 and G10
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Figure 2.5-7: Patterns of CCT with regards to shifts in operating conditions for G9
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2.6 Pattern recognition using dimensionality reduction
References [42] and [43] offer a review and summary of techniques aiming at big data
analysis. Figure 2.6-1 illustrates the context of Principal Components Analysis, which is a
method that is extensively used in the proposed method in Chapter 3. In continuation, we cite
some short explanations of commonly used methods and techniques aiming at big data
analysis for dimensionality reduction and pattern recognition.
Artificial intelligence: The study of intelligent systems and agents with the ability of learning
from circumstances and solving problems.
Data mining: Computing data for discovering valuable information in large data sets with
knowledge of statistics, machine learning and database system.
Machine learning: A kind of technique for understanding the law in the data as well as
extracting useful information with the help of computers automatically instead of humanity.
Deep learning: A branch of machine learning based on complex structure of neural networks.
Pattern recognition: A branch of machine learning that focuses on the regularities in data.
Statistics: The study of data collection, analysis and interpretation with mathematics
methods which may discover potential relations based on some hypothesis.
Supervised Learning: usually aims at constructing a model for an assumed relationship
between input attributes and outputs.
Decision tree: A non-parametric method with a tree-like method whose leaves represent
class labels and branches represent conjunctions of features.
Naive Bayes: A probabilistic method based on Bayes theorem with the assumption of
independence between every pair of features.
Support vector machine classifier: An algorithm to find a separating hyperplane between
the two classes by mapping the labelled data to a high-dimensional feature space.
K-Nearest Neighbour: A non-parametric method based on the minimum dissimilarity
between new items and the labelled items in different classes.
Random Forest: An algorithm consisting of a collection of simple tree predictors
independently for the estimation of the final outcome.
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Unsupervised Learning: essentially aims at either uncovering similarities among
groups of security scenarios or correlations among groups of variables used to describe such
scenarios.
K-means: An unsupervised learning method with a given number of clusters to sort the data
based on the average value of data in each group as the centroid.
K-medoids: An unsupervised learning method similar to k-means by assigning the centroid
of each group with an existing data point instead of the average value.
Hierarchical Clustering: An alternative approach which aims to build a hierarchy of clusters
in a dendrogram without a given number of clusters.
DBSCAN: A density-based clustering algorithm to identify clusters with specific shape in
distribution.
Expectation-Maximization: An iterative way to approximate the maximum likelihood
estimates for model parameters.
Correlation
FP-Growth Algorithm: An efficient method for mining the complete set of frequent patterns
with a special data structure named frequent-pattern tree with all the association information
reserved.
Apriori Algorithm: A classical data analytics algorithm to discover the potential association
rules among frequent items.
Dimensionality reduction
Principal Component Analysis: An orthogonal transformation of data with a new
coordinate system with the highest variance projected to the first coordinate.
Self-organizing Map: A type of artificial neural network for a low-dimensional
representation of the training data space.
Random Matrix: An algorithm which reveal potential regulations with high order matrices
for massive data by eigenvalue analysis.
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Figure 2.6-1: Context of Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

2.6.1 The Karhunen-Loeve transform (Principle Components
Analysis)
2.6.1.1

Association between variables

Initially, we define some of the well-known measures of inter-variable relationships and
statistical expressions.
A covariance matrix 𝑪𝑚𝑥𝑚 for an input matrix 𝑿𝑛𝑥𝑚 is calculated in the following manner:

𝑿𝑛𝑥𝑚

𝑥1,1
𝑥2,1
= [ ⋮
𝑥𝑛,1

𝑥1,2
𝑥2,2
⋮
𝑥𝑛,2

… 𝑥1,𝑚
… 𝑥2,𝑚
…
⋮ ]
… 𝑥𝑛,𝑚

(2.6-1)
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𝑪𝑚𝑥𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑣1,1
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,1
=[ ⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑣1,𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑣p,q =

𝑐𝑜𝑣1,2
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,2
⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚

… 𝑐𝑜𝑣1,𝑚
… 𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚
…
⋮ ]
… 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,𝑚

1
∑𝑛 (𝑥 −𝑥
̅̅̅)(𝑥
p
𝑖q
𝑛−1 𝑖=1 𝑖p

− ̅̅̅
𝑥q )

(2.6-2)

(2.6-3)

Matrix C is the matrix of covariances and it is a symmetric matrix, given its description and
hence its eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal.
The mean vector ̅̅̅
𝒙k contains the arithmetic averages of the m variables. It is often referred to
as the centroid while the covariance matrix is referred to as the dispersion matrix. Also, the
terms variance-covariance matrix and covariance matrix are used interchangeably.
Covariance measures variables that have different units of measurement. It determines
whether units are simultaneously increasing or decreasing, but it is impossible to measure
the degree to which the variables change together because covariance does not use one
standard unit of measurement. To measure the degree to which variables change together,
we use correlation.
Correlation standardizes the measure of interdependence between two variables. The
correlation measurement, called a correlation coefficient, will always take on a value between
1 and – 1. If the correlation coefficient is 1, the variables have a perfect positive correlation.
This means that if one variable moves a given amount, the second moves proportionally in
the same direction. A positive correlation coefficient less than 1 indicates a less than perfect
positive correlation, with the strength of the correlation growing as the number approaches
one. If correlation coefficient is –1, the variables are perfectly negatively correlated (or
inversely correlated) and move in opposition to each other. If one variable increases, the
other variable decreases proportionally. A negative correlation coefficient greater than –1
indicates a less than perfect negative correlation, with the strength of the correlation growing
as the number approaches –1. If correlation coefficient is 0, no relationship exists between
the variables. If one variable moves, one can make no predictions about the movement of the
other variable, hence, they are uncorrelated. The correlation matrix Cr of input matrix X is:
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𝑪𝒓𝑚𝑥𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑟p,q =

𝑐𝑜𝑟1,1
𝑐𝑜𝑟2,1
=[ ⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑟1,𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑟1,2
𝑐𝑜𝑟2,2
⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑟2,𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑣p,q
∑𝑛 (𝑥 −𝑥
̅̅̅̅)2 ∑𝑛 (𝑥 −𝑥
̅̅̅̅)2
√ 𝑖=1 𝑖p p √ 𝑖=1 𝑖q q
𝑛−1
𝑛−1

… 𝑐𝑜𝑟1,𝑚
… 𝑐𝑜𝑟2,𝑚
…
⋮ ]
… 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑚,𝑚

=𝜎

1

𝑥p 𝜎𝑥q

1
∑𝑛 (𝑥 −𝑥
̅̅̅)(𝑥
p
𝑖q
𝑛−1 𝑖=1 𝑖p

(2.6-4)

− ̅̅̅
𝑥q )(2.6-5)

𝜎𝑥𝑝 …sample standard deviation of the random variable 𝑥𝑝
𝜎𝑥𝑞 …sample standard deviation of the random variable 𝑥𝑞

2.6.1.2

Eigenvector decomposition of covariance matrix

A symmetric matrix, like C (Eq.2.6-2) or Cr (Eq.2.6-4) can be decomposed in the following
manner:
𝑪ei = 𝜆i 𝒆i

(2.6-6)

𝑪𝑬 = 𝑳𝑬

(2.6-7)

where λ is a scalar eigenvalue and ei is an eigenvector, and E is the matrix of eigenvectors
(with dimension mxm) and L is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. This can also be written
as:
(𝑪 − 𝜆𝑰)𝒆 =0

(2.6-8)

Each ei will have dimension mx1, while I, the identity matrix, will have dimension mxm. It is
required for the eigenvectors to have unit length and thus the product of an eigenvector with
itself is 1 and the eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal and orthonormal if normalized to unit
length:
𝒆𝑻i 𝒆j = {

1 𝑖𝑓𝑖 = 𝑗
0 𝑖𝑓𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(2.6-9)

To calculate all λi a characteristic equation is derived in the following manner:

det(𝑪 − 𝜆𝑰) = 0

(2.6-10)
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𝑐𝑜𝑣1,1 − 𝜆
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,1
det(𝑪 − 𝜆𝑰) = det(
⋮
[ 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,1

𝑐𝑜𝑣1,2
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,2 − 𝜆
⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,2

𝑐𝑜𝑣2,2 − 𝜆
⋮
det(𝑪 − 𝜆𝑰) = (𝑐𝑜𝑣1,1 − 𝜆) |
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,2
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,1
(𝑐𝑜𝑣1,2 ) | ⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,1

⋯
𝑐𝑜𝑣1,𝑚
…
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚
)
⋱
⋮
… 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,𝑚 − 𝜆]

(2.6-11)

…
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚
⋱
⋮
|… 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,𝑚 − 𝜆

…
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑣2,1
⋱
⋮
|+…-(𝑐𝑜𝑣1,𝑚 ) | ⋮
… 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,𝑚 − 𝜆
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,1

… 𝑐𝑜𝑣2,𝑚−1
⋱
⋮
|
… 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑚,𝑚−1

(2.6-12)

Solutions of eq. 2.3-12 represent the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C. Generally, these
solutions can represent both real and complex numbers. However, covariance and matrices
are symmetrical matrices, by definition. This implies that their respective eigenvalues are
always real numbers. Here is a well-known, simple proof:
𝑪T = 𝑪

(2.6-13)

𝑪 = 𝑪 and 𝑪𝒆 = 𝜆𝒆 → 𝑪𝒆 = 𝜆𝒆

(2.6-14)

𝑪𝒆 = 𝒗T (𝑪𝒆) = 𝒆T (𝜆𝒆) = 𝜆(𝒆̅𝒆)

(2.6-15)

𝒆T 𝑪𝒆 = (𝑪𝒆)T 𝒆 = (𝜆𝒆)T 𝒆 = 𝜆(𝒆̅𝒆)

(2.6-16)

Now, since 𝜆(𝒆̅𝒆) = 𝜆(𝒆̅𝒆) and 𝒆 = 𝟎 and 𝒆 ∙ 𝒆 ≠ 𝟎, we conclude that 𝜆 = 𝜆, and consequently,
λ is a real number [44]
The respective eigenvectors are calculated by substituting the respective eigenvalue in eq.
2.6-8. The obtained system of linear equations can be solved in many different ways, such as
the Gaussian elimination [44]. Algorithms for eigenvalue decomposition are available in a vast
array of contemporary software. They are based on mathematical procedures, such as the QZ
algorithm of the Cholesky algorithm of factorization [44].

2.6.1.3

Principal Components Analysis

The Karhunene-Loeve transform, also known as Principal component analysis (PCA) is a data
mining technique that transforms a matrix of input variables (measurements) to a new,
reduced set of variables called principal components. These new variables represent a linear
combination of the original variables and are derived in decreasing order of importance so
that the first principal component accounts for as much of the variation in the original data as
possible.
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This transformation is in fact an orthogonal rotation in m-space, where m is the number of
input variables. This analysis is used in order to reduce dimensionality of data and enable
visualization. Plots of the few output variables facilitate a deeper understanding of the driving
forces that generated the original data.
An extensive amount of pre-fault scenarios n contained in the database is described by a large
number of variables m. Before PCA is applied all variables contained in the raw data matrix
Ym -x -n are pre-processed by subtracting their respective mean. This is the only pre-processing
required so that data matrix X mxn consisting of m variables for n samples is obtained (where
m « n).
𝑥𝑚𝑗 = 𝑦𝑚𝑗 − 𝑦𝑚 j = 1,…,m

(2.6-17)

A full PCA decomposition reconstructs the measurement matrix X as a sum over m
orthonormal basis functions w1’ to wm’ which are arranged as row vectors. Mathematically, t’i
vectors represent the normalized right eigenvectors of the mxm covariance matrix. Matrix T
corresponds to matrix E form eq. 2.6-7, however, the eigenvectors are now sorted according
to their respective absolute value of the respective eigenvalues, form largest to smallest.
𝑡1,1
𝑡1,2
𝑡1,m
′
′
⋮
⋮
𝑿=(
) 𝒘1 +(
) 𝒘2 + ⋯ + ( ⋮ ) 𝒘′m
𝑡m,1
𝑡m,2
𝑡m,m

(2.6-18)

The ratio between the respective eigenvalue and the sum of all the eigenvalues corresponding
to their respective eigenvectors gives a measure of the total variation captured by that
eigenvector. Equation 2.6-18 may be compactly written as:

𝑿 = 𝑻𝑾′

(2.6-19)

'
Where the ith column of T is (t1,i, t2,i,…tm,i) and the rows of W’ are w1’ to wm
. The orthonormality

of the rows of W’ implies that T = XW.
On the other hand, a description of the majority of the variation in X can be achieved by
truncating the PCA description. The following equation is a three-dimensional PC model,
where the variation of X that is not captured by the first three principal components appears
in an error matrix Er.
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𝑡1,1
𝑡1,2
𝑡1,3
𝑿 = ( ⋮ ) 𝒘1′ +( ⋮ ) 𝒘′2 + ( ⋮ ) 𝒘′3 + 𝑬𝒓
𝑡m,1
𝑡m,2
𝑡m,3

(2.6-20)

The weighing of each principal component in each data variable of X may be represented
graphically. When three components are used, ith observation corresponds to a point in a
three-dimensional space called a scores plot. Similar observations have similar coordinates
that form clusters in the scores plot. In this manner, current operating point is presented in a
three dimensional score plot and matched to a similar scenario.

2.6.1.4

Description truncation: number of components

Given that each principal component represents a share of the total variation in the input data
that is proportional to its eigenvalue, the variance of the kth principal component is reflected
in the kth eigenvalue λk. Arranging eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues first, explains a
large amount of the variance in the original data set with relative few coordinate directions.
The percentage of variability explained by the principal component k, with eigenvalue λk is
described in the following manner:

𝜆

𝑣𝑒k = ∑𝑚 k 100 %
𝑖=1 𝜆i

(2.6-21)

Of course, the primary motivation behind PCA is to use as few components as possible to
reduce the dimensionality of the considered data. Thus, we are often interested in truncating
the PCA description: keep only the first few components and ignore the rest. If the first two
or three principal components explain a large majority of variance (2.6-21) then the data can
be described as nearly two- or three- dimensional. A question that arises is how do we
develop a criteria where to truncate the description?
In [46] the authors present a proposition of a solution of this problem and the answer is
relatively simple and concrete. Essentially, the optimal procedure relies on estimating the
noise in the dataset, and then ignoring all components whose singular values are below a
specified threshold (th). For a square matrix, this threshold is:
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𝑡ℎ =

4𝜉 √𝑚
√3

(2.6-22)

𝜆k ≥ 𝑡ℎ

(2.6-23)

Where ξ indicates the noise in the data, while m is the size of the data.
There is a similar threshold for non-square datasets explained in the paper. When 𝜉 is
unknown, the AMSE (asymptotic mean square error)-optimal threshold th is 2.858·ymed,
where ymed is the median empirical singular value.

𝜆k ≥ 2.858 · 𝑦med

(2.6-24)

As with any theoretical study, the result comes with a few assumptions and caveats, but their
work appears robust and useful in practice [45]. Discussions and proof are well documented
in [46].

2.6.1.5 Simple example and interpretation
Table 2.6-1 contains a given set of exam scores of a group of 14 people. The question that
appears is how can we best summarize the scores? One possible objective of summarizing the
scores would be to distinguish the good students from the bad students. We apply principal
components analysis to the given data, as described in subchapter 2.6.1.3. In this case, each
subject is a variable and each student is a case, or sample. Figure 2.6-2 illustrates the results
and Appendix 2 contains the code for this example.
Table 2.6-1: Exam scores
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Student 8
Student 9
Student 10
Student 11
Student 12
Student 13
Student 14

Languages
69
60
62
82
65
68
61
66
64
78
75
89
78
87

History
75
57
48
78
67
67
58
84
66
73
70
91
77
83

Sociology
82
52
52
74
83
84
55
65
69
69
83
93
78
76

Math.
76
54
66
62
72
73
77
61
73
79
77
63
76
83

Physics
78
60
68
53
56
56
84
57
80
83
78
68
79
88

Chemistry
77
56
72
51
62
62
78
82
81
77
79
59
83
85

Average
76
57
61
67
68
68
69
69
72
77
77
77
79
84
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Figure 2.6-2: Simple example of PCA
In this case study, each subject is a variable, represented by a blue vector in Figure 2.6-2 and
each student is a case, or sample, represented by a red dot in Figure 2.6-2. From the results of
the PC analysis, illustrated in Figure 2.6-2 we obtain the following summarizing remarks:
1. Students with higher total average exam score are indicated with a positive principal
component 1. These are students: Student 1 (76), Student 10 (77), Student 11(77),
Student 12 (77), Student 13 (79), and Student 14 (84). This is in contrast to the
students with negative principal component 1, such as Student 2 (57) and Student 3
(61).
2. Student 12 has a relatively high total average (77), however, scores in social sciences
(Languages, History, and Sociology) by far exceed scores in physical sciences (Math.,
Physics and Chemistry). This is reflected in the negative principal component 2.
3. A negative principal component 2 is associated with Student 4, which implies a
higher relative score in social sciences, however, due to a lower total score, principal
component 1 is also negative.
4. Results of Students 3, 7 and 9 can be summarized as relatively low, however, there is
a trend of better performance at physical sciences, rather than social sciences. The
opposite conclusion is valid for Students 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8.
Principal components decomposition exploits the statistical information describing the data
in an unsupervised mode. Statistical data in Table 2.6-1 contains 6 variable and 14
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observations, thus making it difficult to intuitively understand the trends that describe it. In
contrast, Figure 2.6-2 illustrates how it is possible to observe the same data by extracting the
most important information that distinguishes the observations, by only using two
dimensions. The reason that this is possible is the intrinsic pattern-like characteristic of the
data.

2.6.2 Overview of clustering and cluster analysis
Results of dimensionality reduction often produce outputs that enhance group wise similarity
of observations, considering the available variables that describe them. It is therefore of
interest to mathematically define a criteria which defines the notation of a group (or cluster).
In return, an array of observations, combined in a cluster can be evaluated in terms of the
cluster they belong to, rather than individually. For example, a CCT estimation algorithm can
be initialised with a value typical for the respective cluster, which the currently observed
operating point belongs to. This procedure saves valuable computational efforts and time and
it is therefore further used in chapter 3.
The goal of cluster analysis is stated as a partition of the observations into groups (clusters)
so that the pair wise dissimilarities between those assigned to the same cluster tend to be
smaller than those in different clusters [50].
However, when it comes to clustering evaluation, an array of questions appears: Can the
clusters be given a problem-relevant interpretation? Do better segmentations exist? Are the
clusters relevant or merely artefacts of the algorithms? [49]

2.6.2.1

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering

In practice cluster analysis requires a series of steps in terms of application-appropriate
selection of approach, variables, similarity measures clustering techniques, each of which
may be dependent on the results of the preceding one. Supervised clustering implies that the
number of clusters k is known a priori (typical for methods such as k-means and k-medoids).
Conversely, unsupervised clustering implies that the number of clusters k is not known a
priori. Results of applying supervised clustering algorithms such as k-means or k-medoids
highly depend on the postulated number of clusters as a starting configuration constraint. In
contrast, hierarchical clustering methods do not require such specifications [50]. Instead, they
require the user specification in the form of a measure of dissimilarity between groups of
observations, based on the pair wise dissimilarities among the observations in the two
groups.
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When hierarchal configuration is implicit in the subject matter it is justified to apply
hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering techniques may be subdivided into
agglomerative methods, which essentially represent a series of successive fusions of
observations into groups, and divisive methods, which separate the observations successively
into finer groupings [49]. Agglomerative procedures are probably the most widely used of the
hierarchical methods. The data are not partitioned into a particular number of classes or
clusters at a single step. Instead the classification consists of a series of partitions, which may
run from a single cluster containing all individuals, to k clusters each containing a single
individual. At the lowest level, each cluster contains a single observation. At the highest level
there is only one cluster containing all of the data [50]. Initially, the distance between each
pair of objects in the database is calculated. Data is grouped over several stages using distance
as a similarity or dissimilarity measure. Sets of objects are then linked into a hierarchical
cluster tree through a linkage criterion. In that phase the clustering procedure determines the
most suitable clusters for the application by setting a cut-off distance. The cut-off distance can
be set by taking account for the subjective segmentation of the data.
Ultimately, it is up to the user to decide which level represents a suitable clustering in the
sense that observations within each of its groups are sufficiently more similar to each other
than to observations assigned to different groups at that level [50].
To quantify the distance between two clusters different linkage criteria can be applied, such
as: single linkage, centroid linkage, medoid linkage, complete linkage, average linkage. Figure
2.6-3 illustrates three most commonly used linkage criteria: single linkage (shortest
distance), complete linkage (furthest dance) and group average linkage.
The dissimilarity d (A, B) between clusters A and B is computed from the set of pair wise
observation dissimilarities dab where one member of the pair a is in A and the other b is in B.
Single linkage (SL) agglomerative clustering takes the intergroup dissimilarity to be that of
the closest (least dissimilar) pair (This is also often called the nearest-neighbour technique,
equation 2.6-25). Complete linkage (CL) agglomerative clustering (furthest-neighbour
technique) takes the intergroup dissimilarity to be that of the furthest pair (equation 2.6-26).
Group average (GA) clustering uses the average dissimilarity between the groups where NA
and NB are the respective number of observations in each group (equation 2.6-27) [50].
Although there have been many other proposals for defining intergroup dissimilarity in the
context of agglomerative clustering, the above three are the ones most commonly used. Single
linkage (SL) approach tends to form long, less compact clusters. Conversely, complete linkage
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(CL) tends to result in compact clusters. However, observations assigned to a cluster can be
much closer to members of a different cluster than they are to some members of their own
cluster. Group average (GA) approach tends to result in relatively compact clusters that are
relatively far apart and it represents a compromise between SL and CL [50].

Figure 2.6-3: Illustration of linkage criteria [49]

𝑑𝑆𝐿 (A, B) = min 𝑑𝑎,𝑏 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵

(2.6-25)

𝑑𝐶𝐿 (A, B) = max 𝑑𝑎,𝑏 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵

(2.6-26)

𝑑𝐺𝐴 (A, B) = 𝑁

1

𝐴 𝑁𝐵

∑𝑎 ∈𝐴 ∑𝑏∈𝐵 𝑑𝑎,𝑏

(2.6-27)

2.6.2.2 Notation of distance
The choice of distance or (dis)similarity measure between two objects is fundamental to all
clustering techniques. In this subsection, an overview of different commonly used distance
metrics is provided:
•

Euclidean
𝑑𝑒2 = (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 )(𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 )′

(2.6-28)
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•

Minkoski
𝑝

𝑝

𝑑𝑚 = √∑𝑛𝑗=1|𝑥𝑎𝑗 − 𝑥𝑏𝑗 |

•

(2.6-29)

Seuclidean (standardized Euclidean)
Each coordinate difference between observations is scaled by dividing by the
corresponding element of the standard deviation, where V is an n-by-n diagonal
matrix containing scaling factors for each dimension.
2
𝑑𝑠𝑒
= (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 )𝑽−1 (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 )′

•

(2.6-30)

Correlation
The distance is defined as one minus the sample correlation between points (treated
as sequences of values), where 𝑥̅𝑠 and 𝑥̅𝑡 are mean values.
𝑑𝑐𝑜 = 1 −

•

(𝑥𝑎 −𝑥̅𝑎 )(𝑥𝑏 −𝑥̅𝑏 )′
√(𝑥𝑎 −𝑥̅𝑎 )(𝑥𝑎 −𝑥̅𝑎 )′ √(𝑥𝑏 −𝑥̅𝑏 )(𝑥𝑏 −𝑥̅𝑏 )′

(2.6-31)

Chebyshev
The distance is explained as maximum coordinate difference.
𝑑𝑐ℎ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 {|𝑥𝑎𝑗 − 𝑥𝑏𝑗 |}

•

(2.6-32)

Hamming
The notation of Hamming distance is the percentage of coordinates that differ.
𝑑ℎ𝑚 = (#(𝑥𝑎𝑗 ≠ 𝑥𝑏𝑡 )/𝑛)

•

(2.6-33)

Mahalanobis
Mahalanobis distance is a measure between a sample point and a distribution. This
distance represents how far x is from the mean in number of standard deviations.
𝑑𝑚ℎ = (𝑥𝑎𝑗 − 𝑥𝑏𝑗 )𝐶 −1 (𝑥𝑎𝑗 − 𝑥𝑏𝑗 )′

•

(2.6-34)

Cosine
The distance is defined as one minus the cosine of the angle between vector points.
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𝑑𝑐𝑜 = 1 −

𝑥𝑎 𝑥𝑏′
√(𝑥𝑎 𝑥𝑎′ )(𝑥𝑏 𝑥𝑏′ )

(2.6-35)

2.6.2.3 Clustering quality
No one clustering method can be deemed optimal in all circumstances. However, studies that
have compared a variety of clustering procedures on artificially generated data indicate the
existence of an inherent method-data type correlation. Hence, particular methods will
perform better for particular types of data [49].
The cophenetic correlation coefficient coph is a proposed measure of how faithfully the
clustering represents the dissimilarities among observations (equation 2.6-32, where 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is
the distance between observation i and j, while̅̅̅
𝑑 is the average distance (d is a vector of
length n(n-1)/2, where n is the number of observations, 𝑑𝑐𝑖𝑗 represents the diatance at which
i an j are first joined together, while ̅̅̅
𝑑𝑐 represents the average linkage distance). The
magnitude of this variable should be very close to 1 for a high-quality solution. This measure
can be used to compare alternative cluster solutions obtained using different

algorithms

[51].

𝑐𝑜𝑝ℎ =

̅̅̅̅)
∑𝑖<𝑗(𝑑𝑖𝑗 −𝑑̅ )(𝑑𝑐𝑖𝑗 −𝑑𝑐
̅̅̅̅ )2
√∑𝑖<𝑗(𝑑𝑖𝑗 −𝑑̅ )2 ∑𝑖<𝑗(𝑑𝑐𝑖𝑗 −𝑑𝑐

(2.6-36)

2.6.3 Boxplots and outlier definition
The box plot (also called box-and-whisker plot) is a graphical display that describes several
important features of a data set, such as centre, spread, departure from symmetry, and
identification of unusual observations or outliers [52].
The rectangular box denotes the interquartile range (IQR) with the lower edge at the first
quartile, and the upper edge at the third quartile. The second quartile (which is also the
median) is marked with a lie within the IQR. Whiskers, extend from each end of the box so
that the lower whisker is a line from the first quartile to the smallest data point within 1.5
interquartile range from the first quartile. The upper whisker is a line from the third quartile
to the largest data point within 1.5 interquartile ranges from the third quartile.
Data farther from the box than the whiskers are marked as individual points. An outlier is a
point beyond a whisker, but less than 3 interquartile ranges from the box edge. An extreme
outlier is a point more than 3 interquartile ranges from the box edge (Figure 2.6-4).
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Figure 2.6-4: Description of a box plot

2.7 Dimensionality reduction and power systems
2.7.1 PCA and power systems: case study on IEEE New England test
system (IEEE 39)
In this chapter, we create patterns of steady-state operating scenarios and we observe the
relative change of the CCT at each bus as well as the PCA representation of the created
scenarios. The steady-state rotor angle of each of the generators (from G1 to G10, Figure
2.5-1) was augmented individually by 10, 50, 100 and 150, resulting in 40 different pre-fault
system states. Pre-fault system states are named from Scenario 1 to Scenario 40, where
Scenario 1, 11, 21 and 31 correspond to a state of augmented angle of generator G1 by 10, 50,
100 and 150 , accordingly, as illustrated in Table 2.7-1.
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Table 2.7-1: Scenario description
scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

description

δG1+ 10

δG2+ 10

δG3+ 10

δG4+ 10

δG5+ 10

δG6+ 10

δG7+ 10

δG8+ 10

δG9+ 10

δG10+ 10

scenario

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

description

δG1+ 50

δG2+ 50

δG3+ 50

δG4+ 50

δG5+ 50

δG6+ 50

δG7+ 50

δG8+ 50

δG9+ 50

δG10+ 50

scenario

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

description

δG1+ 100

δG2+ 100

δG3+ 100

δG4+ 100

δG5+ 100

δG6+ 100

δG7+ 100

δG8+ 100

δG9+ 100

δG10+ 100

scenario

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

description

δG1+ 150

δG2+ 150

δG3+ 150

δG4+ 150

δG5+ 150

δG6+ 150

δG7+ 150

δG8+ 150

δG9+ 150

δG10+ 150

Critical clearing times of each bus were calculated and compared to their original values.
Relative changes of CCT of each bus, expressed in percentage of the original value, depending
on the pre-fault conditions are illustrated in and calculated in the following way:

100∗(𝐶𝐶𝑇−𝐶𝐶𝑇_𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)
[%]
𝐶𝐶𝑇_𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝛥𝐶𝐶𝑇r =

(2.7-1)

Heat maps on Figure 2.7-1 show an obvious trend: augmenting the generator angle of
generators G2 and G9 causes a decrease in CCT on most buses, while an augmented angle of
generators G1 and G10 results in increased CCT on most buses. The trends intensify from
scenarios 1-10 to scenarios 31-40. This is a consequence of the shift in operating scenario, as
different generators operate with an increased angle and therefore, increased active power
output. However, each bus shows a specific sensitivity to the shifts in operating point.
It is of interest to research the possibility of detecting and sorting the pre-fault scenarios that
would lead to a significant shift in the CCT of a fault on a specific bus. Therefore, we observe
pre-fault variables as well as their PCA representations and we try to find a pattern which
explains the sensitivity of each bus.

2.7.1.1

Example 1: Bus 1

Let’s observe the outputs of the PCA algorithm for bus 1 of the IEEE 39 bus system (Figure
2.5-1). In this case study, the area of interest is illustrated in Figure 2.7-2. Input variables
include: pre-fault voltage magnitude and angle of buses 1, 2, 39, as well as pre-fault active and
reactive power flowing at lines between buses 1 and 2 (line 1), 1 and 39 (line 2), 2 and 3 (line
3), 2 and 25 (line 4), 3 and 4 (line 5), 3 and 18 (line 6) and 9 and 39 (line 15).
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Figure 2.7-1: CCT relative change, scenarios 1-40

Figure 2.7-2: Illustration of a section of IEEE New England, near bus 1
Figure 2.7-3 illustrates the first two principal components, as explained in chapter 2.6.1. Red
dots denote scenarios and blue lines denote coefficients marked with the appropriate variable
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name. Pre-fault states are now be described and compared using only two components, which
significantly reduces the dimensionality of the problem.

Figure 2.7-3: Example 1, 2-dimensional principal components scenario illustration
Figure 2.7-4 illustrates the first three PCA components (principal components).
•

Scenarios from each column of Table 2.7-1 (where power angle of the same generator
is augmented by 10, 50, 100 and 150) form a line, originating from the coordinate
system origin. For example, observe scenarios 11, 21, 31 or 20, 30, 40 on Figure 2.7-3
and Figure 2.7-4.

•

Scenarios 9, 19, 29, 39 belong to the same quadrant (IV quadrant) as scenarios 8, 18,
28, 38. Both of these clusters are associated with the lowest CCT, as shown in Figure
2.7-1.

•

Most of the scenarios form a cluster around the coordinate system origin. Scenarios
regarding generators G1 (11, 21, 31), G8 (18, 28, 38), G9 (19, 29, 39) and G10 (20, 30,
40) stand out in terms of PCA representation of pre-fault scenarios. This is also
evident in terms of CCT sensitivity at bus1 (see Figure 2.7-1, row 1), since these
scenarios also stand out form the average in terms of CCT at bus 1.

•

The three-dimensional representation of the scenarios offers an additional insight,
which is not obvious in a two dimensional representation. This is evident in the case
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of principal component 3 separation of scenarios 29, 39 with reference to scenarios
28, 38.

Figure 2.7-4: Example 1, 3-dimensional principal components scenario illustration

2.7.1.2 Example 2: Bus 16

Let’s observe the outputs of the PCA algorithm for bus 16 of the IEEE 39 bus system (Figure
2.5-1). In this case study, the area of interest is illustrated in Figure 2.7-5. Input variables
include pre-fault voltage magnitude and angle of buses 16, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22 as well as prefault active and reactive power flowing at lines 14-15 (line 19), 16-15 (line 20), 16-17 (line
21), 16-19 (line 22), 16-21 (line23), 16-24 (line 24), 17-18 (line 25), 17-27 (line 26), 21-22
(line 27).

Figure 2.7-5: Illustration of a section of IEEE New England, near bus 16
Figure 2.7-6 illustrates the first two principal components, as explained in chapter 2.6.1. Red
dots denote scenarios and blue lines denote coefficients marked with the appropriate variable
name. Pre-fault states are now be described and compared using only two components, which
significantly reduces the dimensionality of the problem. Figure 2.7-7 illustrates the first three
principal components. Some of the first observations are:
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•

Scenarios from each column of Table 2.7-1 (where power angle of the same generator
is augmented by 10, 50, 100 and 150) form a line originating form the coordinate
system origin. For example, observe scenarios 14, 24, 34 or 15, 25, 35 on Figure 2.7-6
and Figure 2.7-7.

•

Scenarios 4, 5, 14, 15, 24, 25 and 34, 35 belong to the same quadtant (IV). On the
other hand, scenarios 16, 26, 36 and, 17, 27, 37 also belong to the same quadrant
(III). This is not surprising as generators G4 and G5, as well as G6 and G7 are
electrically close.

Figure 2.7-6: Example 2, 2-dimensional principal components scenario illustration
•

Most of the scenarios form a cluster at the cross section of the principal components.
Scenarios regarding generators G4, G5, G6, G7 and G9 stand out in terms of pca
representation of pre-fault scenarios. This is also evident in terms of CCT sensitivity
at bus 16 (see Figure 2.7-1 , row 16), since these scenarios also stand out form the
average in terms of CCT at bus 16.

Figure 2.7-7: Example 2, 3-dimensional principal components scenario illustration
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2.7.2 Database construction and other potential practical issues
with power-systems and pattern recognition
2.7.2.1 Credible operating scenarios
Generating a training database is crucial for pattern recognition studies. In past studies,
random sampling of system states was carried out by randomly varying parameters such as
load level, unit commitment, system topology, power exchanges at borders, component
availability.
In a practical sense, the relative likelihood of appearance of an operating scenario has to be
taken into consideration. The questions that appear are: how do power-systems operate? And
where do we expect pattern-like behaviour? Here are some facts to consider:
Regularities in data appear from loading curves. It is assumed that the nodal load/generation
pattern does not vary greatly between similar days/intervals. In cases where specific load or
generation patterns are known, such as in the case of long-term contracts for specific areas
or generation units, the injections can be changed accordingly, i.e., forecasts are performed
for specific nodes and not for larger areas [54].
Regularities are not always true for generators operation and dispatch. For example,
hydropower plants are linked to weather conditions. RES are very closely tied to weather
conditions. Of course, identification of weather-associated patterns can be included,
nevertheless the degree of uncertainty is still high. Thermal and nuclear power plants tend to
stick to a schedule and are therefore predictable and reliable in terms of unit dispatch and
commitment.
The network-topology forecasting is performed using information based on the transmission
system operators' maintenance schedules and the day-to-day system-operation status and
are considered to be always accurate. Specifically, this takes into account yearly maintenance
plans of power line switch-offs and refits and day-to-day system topology, i.e., switched off
lines due to unexpected occurrences. The disconnected or reconnected power lines and
transformers, i.e., the topology for the forecasted day is assigned to the power flow model
with the logical switches setting the branch status [54]. Topology is generally known in
advance. However, the intermittent characteristic of renewable energy increases the
uncertainty in power grids, including the topological configuration.
Growing number of uncertain parameters considering spatio-temporal variability include:
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new types of loads, deregulated market structure, intermittent renewable energy sources,
etc.
A database is considered to have high information content (high entropy) when it contains
high granularity of operating states for which the problem-relevant issue (i.e. dynamic
response) is close to a threshold or boundary condition [55]. The geometric interpretation is
that the entire data set lies on an m-dimensional hypersurface (manifold) in RN . Information
data content in the context of classification is measured by entropy:
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) = ∑𝑐𝑖=1 −𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝𝑖

(2.7-2)

Where S is the training data, c is the number of classes and pi is the proportion of S classified
as class i. Security boundary typically falls in lower probability regions of the operating
parameter state space, so a training base sampled form regions within the boundary region
has maximum entropy, produced at reduced computational cost [55].
In conclusion, there are two approaches of constructing a database. In case of a test-system,
the database is constructed synthetically. In case of a real power-system, data from the past
operational experience is applied. A primary incentive comes from the well-known curse of
dimensionality of power-system studies. Therefore, the interest lies in reducing the
computational burden by reducing the power-system size, while still preserving its problem
relevant parts.
Additionally, data often lies in a very high-dimensional space, although its problem-relevant
intrinsic dimensionality is often low. This well aimed strategy should aims at extrapolating
stored diagnostics on simulated data in order to assess the actual system state.
Selecting a distribution for each individual variable is often straightforward, but deciding
what dependencies should exist between the inputs may not be. Ideally, input data to a
simulation should reflect what we know about dependence among the real quantities you are
modelling. However, there may be little or no information on which to base any dependence
in the simulation. In such cases, it is useful to experiment with different possibilities in order
to determine the model's sensitivity. The sampling of uncertain factors can be uniform or
random according to the individual probability distributions, which can be obtained from
historical records and / or forecasted 24 h data [58].
Independent modelling refers to the probabilistic modelling of system parameters, while
ignoring the stochastic dependence among those parameters. True marginal distributions
obtained from historical data can be considered without considering correlation modelling.
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Copulas are functions that describe dependencies among variables, and provide a way to
create distributions that model correlated multivariate data. Using a copula, you can construct
a multivariate distribution by specifying marginal univariate distributions, and then choose a
copula to provide a correlation structure between variables [58].

2.7.2.2 Credible contingencies
Under the conventional operating reliability encapsulates the system’s response to
unexpected contingencies that are deemed credible by expert judgment. Credible
contingencies include single events such as transmission line, substation, transformer, and
switchgear failures, as well as multiple common-mode contingencies. However, there are a
few problems with this conventional framework. Scenarios that have catastrophic impact
such as the 2003 blackout in U.S. [60] but with a low probability are not explicitly analysed.
As cascading failure events have demonstrated, it is rarely the isolated single or multiple
common-mode contingencies that are to blame but a handful of independent contingencies
coupled with the stressed system operating state. Additionally, the most frequently occurring
disturbances to power systems are weather-related events, and these are capable of initiating
multiple non-common cause contingencies [56]. Therefore, selected CCTs of contingencies
can only serve as indicators of the degree and locations of vulnerability of the power-system.
In addition, distributed energy resources have introduced an unprecedented level of
uncertainty to the system operators not only in the locations of distributed resources, but
their intermittent nature as well, e.g., the output of wind and PV generation can swing
significantly in time. The so-called tribal knowledge of system operators is failing in dealing
with completely unfamiliar patterns of the system behaviour. Even the concept of a
contingency is changing from being binary to a continuous value in time change. The large
swing in system load or generation by several thousand MW within a comparatively short
period of time, used to be considered as abnormality or emergency, is becoming part of a
“new” normal operation pattern [56]. This is why it is important to understand and document
both the current and future patterns of system behaviour with regards to dynamic stability.
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2.7.2.3 Credible issues to consider
Pattern recognition involves information about the pre-contingent state of the system,
therefore a concern that arises is that two operating points can be similar in terms of
sensitivity to transient stability regarding one set of contingency locations, and very different
in terms of similarity to another set of contingency locations. Critical and very local conditions
can be kept constant creating practically the same minimal CCT value but the voltage profile
for the rest of the system can be changed significantly.
The uncertainties inherent in short-term load, generation and power transit forecasts do not
directly apply to transient stability assessment, due to their nonlinear nature, i.e. a change in
load at a specific node cannot be directly correlated with transient stability. Transient
stability is a localized, highly non-linear and contingency-dependent problem. For this reason
a range of system conditions must be assessed. It is necessary to consider both the systemwide operation point globally, as well as individual node-to node, local conditions.
System stability depends on the characteristics of all the components of the power system.
The operating point is concerned with the patterns of total generation and load consumption.
Actual systems experience significant change over time in total load and generation pattern,
availability of voltage controlling devices as well as topological changes. However, there are
influencing factors that are not reflected in the power flow solution, but are important for the
dynamic behaviour of the system, such as: total system stored kinetic energy, characteristics
of the control equipment on the turbogenerators, supplementary control equipment installed,
and type and settings of protective equipment used.

2.7.2.4

On-line approach to power-system transient stability assessment

Security assessment has been historically conducted in an off-line planning environment in
which the steady-state and dynamic performance of the near-term forecasted system
conditions are exhaustively determined using tools such as power flow and time-domain
simulations. The main weakness linked to this approach is the changing nature of the stability
limits that makes it necessary to recomputed them as often as possible, for each new system
state [2]. A question that arises instinctively is whether an off-line knowledge base can
accurately capture all the system states and trends.
In the new competitive environment, power systems can no longer be operated in a
structured, conservative manner. The uncertainty of predicting future operating conditions
has created a need for a new approach to security assessment: on-line dynamic security
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assessment. In this approach, the system stability for the current operating condition is
computed as it occurs, and with sufficient speed to allow time for the operator to react if a
contingency analysed is shown to be potentially insecure. The main challenge here is to
provide time-efficient algorithms as well as reliability [3].
Nevertheless, there are incentives to applying off line analysis followed by on-line assessment
in connection to the previously conducted off line analysis. In this manner, the trust in the
assessment tool is backed up by both past analyses and the on-line part, which assesses the
current scenario. In the past, off line analysis using time-domain simulations sufficed.
However, fast developing systems require constant operational point reassessment. Basing
the real-rime assessment on a vast pattern experience from off line simulated scenarios
combines the benefits of both approaches.
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3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Application timeline
The framework of the concept presented in [67], [68] and [69] is further developed and
applied. Figure 3.1-1 illustrates the timeline of the framework application. The timeline is
divided into an OFF-LINE, DAY AHEAD and an ON-LINE part.

3.1.1.1 Off-line part: Database creation and analysis
Off-line database creation: an off-line database describing different pre-fault steady-state
operating conditions is constructed. Each database entry serves as a fingerprint of the
system’s operating point. Since the demonstration of the approach is targeting transient
(first-swing) stability issues, critical clearing times (CCTs) of three-phase faults applied to
system buses are attached to each scenario as well. This type of contingency was selected
since as a most critical it can act as an indicator of system stability with a clear physical
explanation.
PCA decomposition: pre-fault scenarios in the off-line database contain variables, which are
reflective of the operating point of the generating units on one hand, as well as the node-tonode electrical distances on the other hand. These variables build a large multidimensional
bulk of data. In order to recognize the similarity between operating conditions, a data mining
technique PCA is applied. The pre-fault measurements matrix is decomposed and
represented in a coordinate system, where each axis is associated with one of the principal
components. In such an environment, similar operating states form dense clusters of points
and can be matched to the current system scenario simply by using a Euclidean distance
metric.
Global cluster identification: among existing database entries, the one identified as the most
similar to the current state has the shortest global Euclidian distance. In this manner, the
observed scenario is matched to a cluster of operating points, taking into consideration the
full range of measured variables. When the matching results in equal distances to more than
one cluster, all results are taken into consideration. Hence, a general, system-wide
identification of the current operating state accounting for the total generation and loading
pattern is provided.
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However, as loading and generation patterns vary, the pre-fault operating point of generating
units changes accordingly. Electrical distances might also change considerably, depending on
the topological configuration. Consequently, the impact of contingencies, manifested in their
respective CCTs, fluctuates. Detected CCT values, corresponding to a certain contingency,
strongly depend on the local conditions near the critical generator. For example, let us assume
we are dealing with a large power system and making a PCA-based comparison of two
operating conditions. Despite they both might be significantly different in a certain local area,
globally they appear very similar due to the size of the system.
The so-called “global PCA-based similarity search” (all load-flow data included into
comparison) can indicate almost a 100% match, yet CCT for a contingency somewhere inside
a specific, smaller portion of the network appears to be very much different (section 3.3.1). In
such case, finding a global match does not provide a reliable result of system stability.
Local adaptive matching: having the above conclusion in mind, the presented concept
further aims at identifying local similarity of operating conditions, which are relevant to the
impact of contingencies (section 3.3.2). Global similarity matching feeds the subsequent local
screening procedure with cluster(s) of suitable scenarios. Matching criteria within the
selected cluster(s) is now narrowed to local conditions concerning the observed disturbance
location and neighbouring nodes. Once (one or more) similar states already existing in the
database are identified, their respective contingency data from the database is retrieved.
Local adaptive matching - similarity limits identification: it is assumed that contingencies
deemed critical in the database (those with the lowest CCT) are likely to be critical under
reoccurring operating conditions as well (section 3.3.3). The maximum allowable local
Euclidean distance between states that still warrants similarity of operating conditions has to
be identified. This is clearly a variable whose value shifts depending on the contingency
location and global cluster position. Therefore, the limit has to be identified adaptively.

3.1.1.2

Day-ahead part: day ahead database from forecast

In a real-system application, the similarity matching process is performed for a set of
forecasted day-ahead scenarios. In cases when a forecasted scenario appears for the first
time, an additional set of sub-scenarios accounting for N-1 scenarios is created and stored in
a day-ahead database, since it has no suitable match in the off-line database.
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3.1.1.3

On-line part: Current scenario matching

Once current scenario measurements are obtained, the matching process is executed within
the smaller, forecasted day-ahead database. As long as a similar state exists within the dayahead database, a real-time indication of each contingency’s impact is provided, called the
CCT profile. The CCT profile contains estimations of CCTs of three-phase faults applied to
system buses. In case of a significant deviation from the forecasted scenarios, the case is
matched to the larger off-line database and an indication of the impact of each contingency is
provided. In return, this can be an input to a possible pre-defined corrective control action
strategy (i.e. preventative topology adaptations [61], generators dispatch [62] etc.).
In an on-line environment, an unseen scenario is also accounted for, due to a variety of
possible reasons (such as an unscheduled topology variation or uncertainties associated with
RES). A warning of an outlier scenario is followed by detailed time-domain simulations
deemed necessary for potentially critical contingencies. Simulations are initialized with CCT
values respective of nearest identified similar scenario(s). This enables a faster CCT
assessment which is another advantage offered by this framework.
In addition, results obtained in the vast spectrum of offline analysis are valuable to system
sensitivity assessment and can prove to be useful in future network planning and protection
studies.
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Figure 3.1-1: Timeline of method application
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3.2 Database construction
3.2.1 Steady state operating scenarios database creation
Figure 3.2-1 describes the process of database creation using a dynamic simulation tool for
carrying out load flow and dynamic simulations as well as a software package in order to
create a process of automated execution of simulations and results storage.

Figure 3.2-1: Process of database creation

Model adaptation: In order to enable practical implementation of the method, it is necessary
to develop a tool that will be able to read a model of an arbitrary power system, modelled in
a dynamic simulation software tool and re-write it in a manner suitable for a systemised
database creation. A simple program called NetomacReplace.exe was developed, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. The tool reads an arbitrary *.net file (representing the main file)
and creates a new folder containing all the files from the original project. The difference is
that the names of loads, generators as well as buses which are connected to lines are modified.
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Figure 3.2-2: Example of automated model adaptation program
Also, some *.mac files (representing additional macro files, where the term macro is used for
text files containing the code needed for power-system simulation) are added, as listed in
continuation.
All of the loads are stored in one file called Load_data_replacement.mac. The names of the
loads are replaced with new/unique names that are stored for former modification of the load
values, as different operating points are generated. Switches connecting lines to the rest of
the system are also stored in file called Line_data_replacement.mac. The state of the switches
is set according to the desired topological configuration. Nominal voltages of all buses are
contained in the file Export_Bus _Volategs. Simulation parameters are included in the file
Mode.mac:
LF

in case of load flow (or power-flow) calculation LF =1, else LF=0

DYN

in case of dynamical simulation DYN =1, else DYN=0

TSIMU

simulation duration in [s]

TFAULT

time of fault in [s]

File Fault_3psc.mac contains the variable SKS, which represents the name of the bus location
of the three-phase fault, while file DT.mac contains the variable TF in [s], which is the duration
of the fault.
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List of generated text files:
Line_data_replacement.mac
Load_data_replacement.mac
Mode.mac
Export_Bus_Voltages.mac
Fault_3psc.mac
DT.mac
Res.mac
Stop.mac

topology configuration
loading conditions
simulation parameters
bus nominal voltage information
fault location
fault duration
simulation abort criteria and formatting of all
output variables
ABORT controller, which receives input from
Res.mac

File Res.mac is generated automatically and it contains variables necessary for first-swing
stability assessment and it is therefore, further explained in chapter 3.2.2.1. It also contains
all the variables that are exported in both load-flow calculations and dynamical simulations.
File Stop.mac is a controller, which aborts a dynamical simulation upon given conditions and
it is also used in the process of CCT calculations (3.2.2).
Setting of simulation type and parameter:
All of the listed files are generated automatically, for an arbitrary power-system modelled in
a dynamic simulation tool. This set of text files represents a basis for the two codes
Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF.m and Step2_DatabaseCreation_DYN.m, which generate the
database. The first code, Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF.m creates the steady state operating
scenarios by appropriately setting variables from the List of generated files.
Dynamic simulation and Load Flow calculation:
Simulation type (set in file Mode.mac) and parameter setting (using the rest of the generated
text files) is followed by a remote execution of either a load flow calculation
(Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF.m) or a dynamic simulation (Step2_DatabaseCreation_DYN.m).
The automation process background is explained in [63].
Read, organize and store results:
Text file Res.mac contains the formatting of output variables in the following order:
▪

Simulation time

▪

Generator angles

▪

Voltage magnitude of each bus

▪

Voltage angle of each bus

▪

Active power output of each generator
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▪

Reactive power output of each generator

▪

Active power flow on each line

▪

Reactive power flow on each line

Obtained results from the load flow calculation are represented in part of the database. They
are stored in a structure, which is depicted in Figure 3.2-3. Each element of the presented
structure contains load –flow variables, as described in the previous section. Elements are
organized with regards to the topological configuration and the loading/dispatch scenario.

LF variables

LOADING AND GENERATION
1:N_lines+1
DISPATCH

Element
INPUT TO of
DATABASE
database
ELEMENT

Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF

TOPOLOGY
CONFIGURATION
1: load_cases

Figure 3.2-3: Illustration of database content
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3.2.2 Algorithm for CCT screening
3.2.2.1

Batch mode dynamic simulations

A process of automatized calculation of CCT through batch processing, using a dynamic
simulation tool, was developed. In order to speed up the process, a controller called ABORT
was set to stop the simulation once it was established whether the system is first swing stable
or unstable. Generator rotor angles are used as indicators and system transient stability
status is the target of identification. The criterion that distinguishes stable from unstable
cases is the difference between rotor angles of any two generators in the system.
Stability limit is defined by the maximum power angle deviation from the centre of inertia
(COI). When the maximum relative power angle becomes higher than 180°, the system is
transiently unstable. This is a signal for aborting the calculation (via ABORT line) and
continuing with the next case. When the input into the ABORT controller AB = 1, current
operation mode is aborted and the next mode begins. In summary, simulation is aborted (AB
= 1, Eq. 3.2-3) when one of these conditions (eq. 3.2-1, 3.2-2) is fulfilled:
•

The system is first swing unstable when at least one generator is first swing unstable.
As suggested in [63], we define absolute values of relative power angle differences,
where 𝛿𝑖,𝐶𝑂𝐼 is a continuous rotor angle of generator i:
𝐴𝐵𝑈 = arg (max |𝛿𝑖,𝐶𝑂𝐼 | ≥ 1800 , 𝑖, = 1, … 𝑔)

(3.2-1)

When the maximum power angle deviation reaches 180°, the power-system is
transiently unstable, and the indicator of ABU = 1.
•

The system is first swing stable if after a fault is cleared, all rotor angles eventually
pass though their respective pre-fault steady-state operating point. Stability is
established when every generator’s rotor angle difference between its current and
steady-state value is not higher than 1°, after fault clearing and the indicator ABS = 1.
0
𝐴𝐵𝑆 = arg( max (|𝛿𝑖,𝐶𝑂𝐼
− 𝛿𝑖,𝐶𝑂𝐼 |) ≤ 10 , ∀ 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑔)

(3.2-2)

𝐴𝐵 = 𝐴𝐵𝑆 + 𝐴𝐵𝑈

(3.2-3)

A simulation is aborted according to the criteria AB. It is a sum stable state indicator ABS and
unstable state indicator ABU. When fault duration is equal or less than CCT, the first condition
(ABS = 1) is fulfilled. By increasing the fault duration, the abort time (t_ABORT) of the simulation
increases as well and reaches a global maximum when fault duration equals CCT. Afterwards,
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when all of the cases become unstable, since fault duration exceeds CCT, abort time (t_ABORT),
starts to decrease. Once fault duration exceeds CCT, the second condition (ABU = 1) is fulfilled.
Every time a simulation is aborted, its respective abort time (t_ABORT) is saved before the next
calculation begins.
For example, Figure 3.2-5 illustrates the t_abort characteristics of a three-phase fault cleared
without element switching, located at bus 1 of IEEE New England test system (see Figure
2.5-1). Fault duration is represented by TF and the diagram shows the previously stated
dependence of simulation abort time with regard to the fault duration. In cases when TF ≤
CCT, simulation is aborted at ABS = 1. Conversely, when TF > CCT, simulation is aborted at
ABU = 1.

BUS 01 abort time vs. fault duration

2.5
2.25

STABLE

UNSTABLE

t_abort [s]

2
1.75
1.5
1.25
1

t_FAULT_DURATION

0.75

TF = CCT

0.5
0.25

0.050
0.125
0.200
0.276
0.351
0.426
0.501
0.577
0.652
0.727
0.802
0.878
0.953

0
t_FAULT_DURATION
/s
TF [s]
Figure 3.2-4: Abort time characteristic for a fault at BUS 1 in IEEE New England test
system
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3.2.2.2

Simple bisection method for CCT calculation

The simple version of a CCT calculation algorithm is described in Figure 3.2-5. In the first step
(rep = 1) duration of fault is set to an initial interval (a, b), where a = 0.05 s and b = 1 s. This
values are set arbitrarily. In case that the system is stable at fault duration 1s, it is considered
a very stable case (sta =+1, stb = +1). Conversely, if the system is unstable at fault duration 0,
05s (sta = -1, stb =-1) it is considered that the system is very unstable. In the next step (rep =
2), duration of fault is set as (a+b)/2, given that sta =+1 and stb = -1. Two outcomes are
possible: either the system is stable stTF=+1, in which case the unstable interval margin
remains TF-1 and the stable interval margin is now set at TF; or conversely, if stTF = -1, the
stable interval margin remains TF+1, while the unstable interval margin is set TF-1=TF. The
current fault duration TF is in both cases, TF = (TF-1 + TF+1)/2. In continuation, (rep > 2), a
similar logic is valid until the interval becomes less or equal to the preselected value delta. In
case that the last stTF = +1, CCT = TF, while if the last stTF =-1, CCT = TF+1. Interval of accuracy
delta is selected by the user, depending on the targeted compromise between speed and
accuracy. This is a method that aims at accurate CCT calculation in cases where there is no
indication regarding the range where the possible solution may be. It is used only in such
cases as well as for comparison of speed with the following proposed algorithm.

a……....initial stable interval margin [s]
b………initial unstable interval margin [s]
rep…...number of repetitions
sti……..stability indicator of case i (st = +1 for stable cases and st = -1 for
unstable cases)
TF+1…..stable interval margin [s]
TF-1…..unstable interval margin [s]
TF…….current fault duration [s]
delta....accuracy [s]
CCT…..critical clearing time and algorithm output [s]
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TF+1 = a
TF-1 = b

rep = 1

sta = +1
stb = -1

rep = 2

sta = +1
stb = +1

very stable case

sta = -1
stb = -1

very unstable case

no

TF = (a+b)/2

yes

no

stTF = +1
TF-1 = TF-1
TF+1 =TF
TF = (TF-1+ TF+1)/2

rep > 2

stTF = +1

no

yes

stTF = +1

stTF = -1

TF+1 = TF+1
TF-1 =TF
TF = (TF-1+ TF+1)/2

no

no

yes

stTF = -1

stTF = +1
stTF = +1, TF-1 - TF ≤ delta
stTF = -1, TF – TF+1 ≤ delta

stTF = +1

yes

Solution
stTF = +1, CCT = TF
stTF = -1, CCT = TF+1

Figure 3.2-5: Bisection CCT calculation algorithm

no
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3.2.2.3

Proposed CCT screening algorithm

The proposed algorithm aims at screening CCTs of faults, Figure 3.2-6. In large databases,
there are many factors that are investigated, such as topological configuration, generation
profile, loading profile. Often these factors influence the CCT of a certain group of electrically
close faults, while having little or no influence on a remote portion of the system. The goal of
our work is to develop a method for screening the CCTs of faults in as little dynamic
simulations as possible. In order to obtain this information with delta-step accuracy at least
two dynamic simulations are necessary (one where fault duration TF= CCT and one where TF
= CCT+ delta, where the first case would result in a transiently stable system, while the second
simulation would result in a transiently unstable system). It is therefore crucial to initialise
the screening algorithm with a value as close as possible to the exact CCT. For this purpose,
we try to use as much information as available. Firstly, CCTs of cluster medoids (chapter 3.3.2)
are calculated using the simple bisection method described in the previous section of this
chapter. Abort time of these cases (t_abort_ini) is also stored, since it is indicative of the
proximity of the algorithm to the exact CCT. All further cases are initialised either with the
value of the CCT of the closest medoid, or the CCT of the closest matched case, depending on
data availability and proximity. Henceforth, in the first step (rep = 1), duration of fault is set
to an initial value CCT_intial. This value is obtained from the similarity matching further
explained in chapter 3.3.3. CCT_initial is equal to the CCT of the locally matched similar
scenario. In the next step (rep > 1), duration of fault TF is augmented, if the previous case was
stable stTF = +1, or reduced, if previous case was unstable stTF = -1. Step size is adapted
according to the proximity of t_abort of the previous simulation to the t_abort of the matched
scenario. Given that the closer the match, the closer the algorithm is to the exact CCT.
Therefore, step-size is graded accordingly, where parameter 0 < m1< 1 is an arbitrarily set
value indicating estimated proximity to solution. In Chapter 4 it was set to 2/3, which proved
to be an acceptable estimation. Two consecutive iterations with different stability status and
absolute difference less or equal to delta are indicative of the CCT. Interval of accuracy delta
is selected by the user, depending on the targeted compromise between speed and accuracy.
The algorithm aims strictly at CCT screening and its effectiveness is strongly correlated to the
initialisation process. Under the assumption of large databases creation, where we often
investigate the effect of minor topological changes, which influence only certain portions of
the system, this approach proves to be effective, since it rapidly (in only two dynamic
simulations) screens out the majority of faults. An example was shown in chapter 4.1.1.
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rep = 1

rep > 1

TF = CCT_initial

t_abort ≥ t_abort_ini

TF = TF + stTF delta

m1t_abort_ini < t_abort <t_abort_ini

TF = TF + 2st TF delta

t_abort ≤ m1t_abort_ini

TF = TF + 3stTFdelta

no

| TFrep-1 - TF| ≤ delta
stTF +stTFrep-1 = 0

yes

Solution
CCT = max(stTFrep-1TFrep-1, stTFTF)
Figure 3.2-6: Proposed CCT calculation algorithm

CCT_initial…......initial fault duration [s]
rep………………...number of repetitions
t_abort_ini…..….initial simulation abort time [s]
t_abort……….….current simulation abort time [s]
TF………………….current simulation fault duration [s]
stTF………………...stability indicator of current simulation (st = +1 for stable
cases and st = -1 for unstable cases)
strep-1……………...stability indicator in previous iteration
TFrep-1……….........fault duration in previous iteration [s]
delta......................accuracy [s]
CCT………………..critical clearing time and algorithm output [s]
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3.2.2.4

Coherency identification using dimensionality reduction

When a system becomes unstable, generators separate into coherent groups, based on the
similarity of their respective dynamic response, i.e. transient responses of generator rotor
angles. Power system dynamic response is characterized by rotor angle swings of individual
generators. Typically, the response is observed post-disturbance, however, it can be observed
during the disturbance.
Information regarding groups of generators which remain stable and those that go unstable
(lose synchronism with the system) is also of great interest. This information can be useful
regarding: selection of appropriate corrective control actions such as generator tripping, load
shedding, applying appropriate damping control of stable generators, controlled islanding,
which separates the system into smaller islands of coherent zones in order to minimize the
disruption of consumers, etc. [25].

Dynamical response trajectory decomposition with PCA
References [64] and [65] show that it is possible to use PCA in order to identify machine
coherency. Here, we demonstrate a simple technique using the sustained fault rotor angles.
The trajectory of a dynamical response of the system can be evaluated after the
transformation of the rotor angle response using PCA. The coefficients, corresponding to
generator angles are indicative of machine coherency.
The longer it takes for the system to lose stability under a given disturbance, the larger the
CCT is of the considered disturbance. However, this piece of information (simulation time
until loss of stability) does not describe the dynamic response to a fault completely. Namely,
two disturbances can have the exact same time until loss of stability and still have relatively
discrepant CCTs, due to the difference in coherent response of the generators.
A database of system dynamic responses (defined as rotor angle swings of individual
generators during a sustained fault) can be created by performing offline contingency
simulations. Disturbance locations include (high voltage) generator terminal buses, as most
critical in terms of transient stability. Time-domain simulations are carried out until the
instant of loss of stability, since any further continuation would not provide any relevant
information on the dynamic response to the observed disturbance. Furthermore, simulation
until loss of stability may prove unnecessary in cases of very close match and this is a topic of
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further research. Matrix Xd in eq. 3.2-4 contains the individual rotor angle swings, where g is
the number of generators in the system and ts is the instant of loss of stability.
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(3.2-4)

Since the input consists of exclusively rotor angles, which are within the same range of ±3600,
pre-processing of the original data (eq. 3.2-4) is not required. In order to avoid the loss of
generality, even the currently non-dispatched generators are considered, as a zero vector
input. In the context of principal components decomposition, the number of variables m is
now equal to the total number of generators g, while the number of observations n is now
reflected in the number of samples until loss of stability ts. Stability criteria follows the
explanation in chapter 3.2.2.1. Decomposition outputs, described in chapter 2.6.1.3,
correspond to columns of matrix T: (t1,i, t2,i,…tm,i), where m = 10, given that we consider 10
variables indicating 10 machines, and i = 10. This description can be truncated to i = 2 or

i

= 3 for graphical representation.
Example-Coherency IEEE New England

Figure 3.2-7: IEEE New England test system
Let’s consider the example from chapter 2.7.1.2 where the three-phase fault at bus 16 from
IEEE New England (Figure 2.5-1) was considered. Here, sustained faults at bus 16 under three
different topological configurations are simulated: full configuration, N-1: line 10 is turned off
and N-1: line 22 is turned off. Rotor angles at sustained fault termination, following criteria
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3.2.2.1 are shown in Figure 3.2-8. The first two configurations show similar coherency in
terms of machines dynamical response to a fault at bus 16. However, when we turn off line
22, generators G4 and G5 become isolated from the rest of the system and therefore, the group
wise coherency of the system changes. The first two coefficients

(i = 2) of the generators

G1-G10 are shown in Figure 3.2-9. The decomposed representation clearly shows the shift in
coherency as well as the shift in critical machine cluster. Patterns of group wise critical
machines in terms of response to faults can easily be observed using this representation.

Rotor angle in degrees

Rotor angle at sustained fault
200
150
100
50
0
-50
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

G8

G9 G10

Generator
N-1: line 22

N-1:line 10

Full configuration

Figure 3.2-8: Rotor angles at sustained three-phase fault at bus 16 termination

Figure 3.2-9: PCA decomposition results: Generators coefficient matrix (T) shift
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3.3 Pattern recognition and similarity based matching
A database element contains two parts, as illustrated in Figure 3.1-1. One part contains loadflow variables (see Figure 3.2-3) and a corresponding CCT profile, containing CCTs of
contingencies: Figure 3.3-1. The process of database creation of load flow variables was
clarified in chapter 3.2.1, while algorithms for CCT calculation and screening was explained
in chapter 3.2.2. The concept of matching an unseen scenario (SX) by only calculating its load
flow is illustrated in Figure 3.3-2. This matching process however requires a complex
approach, which is further addressed in this chapter.

Figure 3.3-1: Database element content

Figure 3.3-2: Matching illustration
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3.3.1 Global Matching of Similar States
The uncertainties inherent to short-term load, generation and power transit forecasts do not
apply directly to transient stability assessment, due to their nonlinear nature, i.e. a change in
load at a specific node cannot be directly correlated with transient stability. Transient
stability is a localized, highly non-linear and contingency-dependent problem. Therefore a
concern that arises is that two operating points can be similar in terms of sensitivity to
transient stability regarding one set of contingency locations, and yet very different in terms
of similarity to another set of contingency locations.
For this reason, a range of system conditions must be assessed. It is necessary to run similarity
identification so that we encompass all aspects of a system operating state. Initially, global
system-state is evaluated, considering a full range of variables Figure 3.3-3.
Among database states, the one identified as globally most similar to the current state (i) has
the shortest global Euclidian distance deg-ik to it:
2
𝑑𝑒𝑔−𝑖𝑘 = √∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑠𝑔−𝑗𝑖 − 𝑠𝑔−𝑗𝑘 )

(3.3-1)

Where s1k is the first (PC1) coordinate of database state k and s1i is the first (PC1) coordinate
of current state i. In this manner, the observed scenario is matched to a cluster of operating
points, taking into consideration the full range of measured variables. When the matching
results in equal distances to more than one cluster, all results are taken into consideration.
Hence, a general, system-wide identification of the current operating state accounting for the
total generation and loading pattern as well as total system inertia is provided.

Figure 3.3-3: Global focus illustration
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3.3.1.1 Notation of a cluster
Theoretical background of clustering methods is described in chapter 2.6.2. Following some
of the conclusions, an agglomerative, bottom-up strategy is applied in order to roughly delimit
the notation of a cluster. Initially, the distance between each pair of objects in the database is
calculated. Data is grouped over several stages using Euclidean distance as a similarity
measure (2.6.2.2). Sets of objects are then linked into a hierarchical cluster tree through a
linkage criterion. To quantify the distance between two clusters the UPGMA average
(Unweighted, Pair Group Method Average) linkage criterion is used. The clustering procedure
determines the most suitable clusters for the application by setting a cut-off distance. Since at
this stage, the clustering procedure is global and relatively rough, the cut-off distance is set
by taking account for the subjective segmentation of the data. The process of selection of
approach, similarity measure and linkage were based on both the cophenetic correlation coph
(eq. 2.6-36) as well as the consideration of the subjective segmentation of database entries.
An exemplary output results in clusters representing typical daytime and night time low-,
medium- and high-load scenarios, which are the major clusters (chapter 4.3), accompanied
by smaller clusters, which represent configurations that critically influence the overall
operating point (case study shown in chapters 4.1.1 and 4.3.3).

3.3.2 Local Matching of Similar States
Global-matching feeds the following local screening procedure with cluster(s) of suitable
scenarios. Local conditions can critically influence the CCT of a fault near a certain generator
or generators cluster, while having a small or negligible influence on others Figure 3.3-4.
Therefore, we now narrow down the matching criteria by only considering local conditions
concerning the observed disturbance location and neighbouring nodes Figure 3.3-5.

Figure 3.3-4: Local focus illustration
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database

1:N_lines+1

Element of
database

Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF

1:N_lines+1

LF variables

location l
1: load_cases

Step1_DatabaseCreation_LF_local
1: load_cases

Figure 3.3-5: Illustration of local database content, with reference to Figure 3.2-3

Local Euclidean distance is defined as:

2
𝑑𝑒𝑙−𝑖𝑘 = √∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑠𝑙−𝑗𝑖 − 𝑠𝑙−𝑗𝑘 )

(3.3-2)

where sl jk is the j-th (PCj) local coordinate of database state k and s l ji is the j-th (PCj) local
coordinate of observed state i. Contingency sensitivity to operating conditions is investigated
under a wide spectrum of scenarios. In this way, the local matching criteria is trained as an
adaptive parameter, depending on the contingency location sensitivity within the globally
narrowed cluster(s).

3.3.3 Adaptive Local Distance Limit Identification: matching
synthesis
The reason behind multiple pattern recognition steps is the complexity of the problem and
the requirement of a large amount of information and data-Figure 3.3-6. The main question
addressed here is how to make a robust and reliable method that obtains transient stability
assessment on-line with acceptable accuracy. Therefore, the next step is to identify the
maximum allowable local Euclidean distance del between states that still warrants similarity
of operating conditions (εlmax). For this purpose, half of the samples (n / 2) in the database
were analysed, as described in eq. 3.3-3 and eq. 3.3-4.
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Contingency 2 Contingency 1

Local matching within cluster x

ε 1-max

Contingency f

Current scenario is
globally matched to
the closest cluster in
the database, cluster x

ε f-max

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT 2

ε 2-max
cluster y

cluster x

PC 1 COMPONENT 1
PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT 3
PCPRINCIPAL
3

Figure 3.3-6: Illustration of the process of distance limit identification
𝑛

𝑑𝑒𝑙−𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝜀𝑙−𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑙−𝑖𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 2 , 𝑙 = 1, … 𝑓

(3.3-3)

|𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑘 | ≤ 𝛥𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑚

(3.3-4)

In the demonstrations, following in Chapter 4, the largest admissible absolute difference
between CCTs (Δtadm) is set to 0.025 s, which can be adjusted arbitrarily, taking into
consideration that lower values of Δtadm often correspond to a smaller distance metric del.
Database separation into training (n/2) and testing parts (n/2) is conducted in such a manner
that all topological configurations are represented in both parts. All identified global clusters
(chapter 3.3.1.1) should be represented in both parts. In this manner, structure is preserved
which is reflected in the global coefficients matrix (T) of both parts. In case of a single element
cluster, this cluster should be included as an element of the training part. It is important to
investigate the limits of sensitivity, especially in cases of more critical, lower CCTs and include
them in the training process. Reference [55] suggests high granularity of operating states for
which the problem-relevant issue (i.e. CCT) is close to a threshold or boundary condition.
Problem analysis in chapter 2 showed that critical boundary conditions were reached upon
higher loadings, enhanced by either a lower voltage support, or a higher voltage profile, where
machines absorbed reactive power, thus reducing the synchronising coefficient. When
constructing a training database it is important that these kinds of scenarios are well
represented, regardless of their relative probability.
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3.3.4 Contingency location selection for stability assessment
through time-domain simulations
Output of the method is consisted of a CCT profile containing matched CCTs of all the
contingencies included in the database. This serves as a situational awareness-raising record,
which assesses the level of system vulnerability while pointing out the locations with lower
CCTs (hence prone to transient instability). In cases where no suitable matching was possible,
given that the closest match was still further than the matched database scenario
(min 𝑑𝑒𝑙−𝑖𝑘 > 𝜀𝑙−𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), a time-domian simulation is performed and initialised with the CCT of
the matched scenario. Contingencies with the lowest matched CCTs are prioritised, following
the algorithm shown in Figure 3.2-6. Obtained results are stored in the training database.
Similarly, in cases where the globally assessed scenario represents an outlier in terms of the
identified global clusters, the procedure of CCT screening is performed for all contingencies,
starting from the ones with the lowest matched CCT. Results are also stored in the training
database under a new global cluster.

3.4 Performance assessment
Performance of the method is directly assessed by the matching discrepancy between exact
CCT and matched CCT (Equation 3.3-4). However, the overall performance of the matching
procedure in terms of its accuracy can be measured through the following statistical indices
[66]:
2

n

c
∑n
j=1 ∑i=1|𝐶𝐶𝑇ij −𝐶𝐶𝑇ij−match |

𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √

2

𝑅 =1−√

(3.4-1)
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j=1 ∑i=1|𝐶𝐶𝑇ij −𝐶𝐶𝑇ij−match |
n

2

c
̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑n
j=1 ∑i=1|𝐶𝐶𝑇ij −𝐶𝐶𝑇i |

(3.4-2)

Equation 3.4-1 describes the RMS (Root Mean Square) index, which represents the typical,
absolute discrepancy between matched CCTijmatch of contingency i, under operation scenario j,
where nc is the number of contingencies and n is the number of scenarios. The value of RMS
depends on the base value of the target stability margin, which in this case is the CCT value.
The overall accuracy of the proposal is evaluated through the Residuals Squares Index, R2,
where the squared deviations are normalized by the absolute deviation of the CCTij of a
̅̅̅̅̅̅i of the contingency in the given cluster (Eq. 3.4-2). In general,
contingency from the mean 𝐶𝐶𝑇
the closer R2 is to 1, the better the overall accuracy. This is further discussed in the following
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sections. In chapter 4, dealing with assessing the method`s performance, this approach was
applied in the case study considering the entire Slovenian electrical power system (chapter
4.3).
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4 DEMONSTRATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4.1 Demonstration on IEEE New England Test System
(NETS)
4.1.1 CCT screening algorithm
In Chapter 2.5, the sensitivity of CCTs of faults on generator terminal buses was analysed with
respect to each individual load as well as on N topological configurations. Each fault location
showed a specific sensitivity to the shifts in pre-fault operating conditions.
(In order to assess the effect of a single load, each of the 19 loads was individually augmented
around its respective initial state P0, Q0 to P0+0.5P0 and simultaneously Q0+0.5Q0. This
resulted in 19 load profiles that deviate from the initially considered load profile by only one
load at a time (e.g. for load profile 15, load 15 from Figure 2.5-1 is augmented by 50% from
its initial value). Loads were modelled as constant impedances. Additionally, N-1 scenarios
were considered, where one line at a time was disconnected, except for line 22 in Figure 2.5-1,
since the disconnection of line 22 causes system islanding. Topology configuration marked as
35 in Figure 2.5-3 to Figure 2.5-7 is the full network configuration, when all lines are
connected.)
Here, we demonstrate the local PCA decomposition of the conducted load-flow studies
(Figure 4.1-1) as well as the decomposition of global matrices (Figure 4.1-2). The local
decomposition leads to understanding the CCT patterns regarding G2 and the pre-fault
conditions that cause them (as already presented in Figure 2.5-3).
An agglomerative, bottom-up strategy is applied in order to roughly delimit the notation of a
cluster. Initially, the distance between each pair of objects in the database is calculated. Data
is grouped over several stages using Euclidean distance as a similarity measure (2.6.2.2). Sets
of objects are then linked into a hierarchical cluster tree through a linkage criterion. To
quantify the distance between two clusters the UPGMA average (Unweighted, Pair Group
Method Average) linkage criterion is used. The process of selection of approach, similarity
measure and linkage were based on both the cophenetic correlation coph (eq. 2.6-36) as well
as the consideration of the subjective segmentation of database entries. Table 4.1-1 contains
the cophenetic correlation with regards to linkage criteria (single, complete and average) as
well as different distance metrics. The average linkage criteria performs the best, regardless
of the distance measure, while the combination of Euclidean distance measure with average
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linkage criteria gives the highest cophenetic correlation. This implies optimality of the
cohesiveness of the produced clustering. An exemplary output results in clusters
representing typical CCTs (cluster 1 (CCT from 0.085 s to 0.105 s) and cluster 4 (CCT from
0.078 s to 0.082 s) in Figure 4.1-1), accompanied by smaller clusters, which represent
configurations that critically influence the operating point.
From chapter 2.5, we conclude that the CCT of G2 is sensitive to load 18, which is reflected in
the lowest CCT cluster 12. Loads 2 and 4 are also influential (mostly reflected in cluster 6),
while topological configurations 14, 15 as well as 16 and 20 cause a drop in the CCT of G2
since the electrical proximity to the rest of the system is reduced. For cases 14 and 15, the
proximity to the western part of the system (G1) is reduced and in the case of 19, 20 the
proximity to the eastern part of the system is reduced (G4, G5…). The voltage support from
the rest of the system is reduced, which pushes G2 into a higher production of active and
reactive power, where the influence of the increased active power in conjunction with the
relatively lower voltage profile, (despite the higher reactive power production) causes a
reduction in the CCT (clusters 4 to 8).
Scenarios (12, 24), with loading profile 12 and topology configuration 24 as well as (14, 34)
and (16, 34) were not identified as separate cluster locally, but they do show an outstandingly
higher CCT (see Figure 2.5-3). Locally, they belong to cluster 1. However, these are cases of
significant shift in global voltage profile, which results in scenarios that are globally
considered as extreme outliers (Figure 4.1-2).
Table 4.1-1: Clustering procedure: comparison of cophenetic correlation
Euclidean
Single
Linkage
Complete
Linkage
Average
Linkage

Cophenetic correlation coefficient coph
spearman
correlation
cosine

cityblock

0.8861

0.7914

0.8324

0.7716

0.7716

0.8813

0.8335

0.9228

0.7383

0.7383

0.9582

0.9196

0.9364

0.9200

0.9201

A case study illustrating the CCT screening algorithm (chapter 3.2.2.3) output for a
contingency from cluster 4 is shown in comparison to the well-known bisection method
(chapter 3.2.2.2). The exact CCT of the contingency is 0.78 s and it is matched to cluster 4,
where the identified medoid has CCT_ini = 0.08 s and the respective maximal simulation abort
time is t_abort_ini = 1.181 s. Accuracy delta was set to 0.005 s in both algorithms. Given that
the proposed algorithm initialises the calculations very well (Table 4.1-3), the delta-accurate
CCT calculation is completed in 2 simulations. This is in contrast to the bisection algorithm
(Table 4.1-2), which takes 9 simulations to perform the same task.
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Figure 4.1-1: Local clustering based on local steady-state variables (left) Inter-cluster CCT range (right)

Figure 4.1-2: Global PCA representation
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Table 4.1-2: Bisection algorithm output for CCT calculation
rep
TF [s]
sTF
∣TFrep-1 -TF ∣≤
delta

Bisection algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
0.050 1.000 0.525 0.288 0.169
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0.087
0
0

7
0.068
1
0

8
0.078
1
0

9
0.082
0
1

Table 4.1-3: Proposed CCT screening algorithm output for CCT calculation
Proposed algorithm
rep
1
TF [s]
0.080
sTF
0
t_abort [s]
1.155
∣TFrep-1 -TF ∣≤ delta 0

2
0.075
1
1.178
1

4.1.2 Demonstration of the proposed method on IEEE New England
Test System using a large database
This case-study is also partially documented in [67] and [68].
The proposal was tested on the IEEE New England 39-bus system using a dynamic simulation
tool for dynamic simulations and a software package for data mining. In order to apply data
mining techniques, constructing a database is required. This proposal allows considering a
significant number of possible operating scenarios, which ensures robustness. Synthetically
generated load flow data include a variety of load uncertainties modelled as Gaussian
distribution functions as well as N-1 operating states resulting in around 30 000 feasible
scenarios included in the database. Loading scenarios include several randomly assigned
conditions, modelled as Gaussian distribution functions. The cumulative distribution
functions of the total system load is shown in Figure 4.1-3. Equations 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 describe
the individual probability densities.
−(𝑧−𝜇𝑙𝑃 )2
𝜎𝑙𝑃 2

𝑓𝑙𝑃 (𝑧) =

1
𝑒
√2𝜋𝜎𝑙𝑃

𝑓𝑙𝑄 (𝑧) =

1
𝑒
√2𝜋𝜎𝑙𝑄

−(𝑧−𝜇𝑙𝑄 )2
𝜎𝑙𝑄 2

, 𝜇𝑙𝑃 = 𝑃𝑙0 , 𝜎𝑙𝑃 =

3𝑃𝑙0
2

(4.1-1)

, 𝜇𝑙𝑄 = 𝑄𝑙0 , 𝜎𝑙𝑄 =

3𝑄𝑙0
2

(4.1-2)

𝑓𝑙𝑃 , 𝑓𝑙𝑄

probability density

z

random variable -∞ < z <∞

𝜇𝑙𝑃 , 𝜇𝑙𝑄

mean value of active/reactive power of load l
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𝜎𝑙𝑃 ,𝜎𝑙𝑄

standard deviance of active/reactive power of load l

𝑃𝑙0 ,𝑄𝑙0

initial value of active/reactive power of load l

Figure 4.1-3: Cumulative distribution functions of total system load

Cases where active or reactive power production exceeded the nominal power were excluded
from the database. Generator G1 represents the slack bus, while generators G2-G10 were
modelled so that they maintain constant voltage magnitude and angle. Controllers, such as
AVRs were turned off for this case study.
Once a database with sufficient variability of steady-state operating conditions (in terms of
their impact to the first-swing transient stability problem) was obtained, we were able to
proceed to investigate the problem of pattern recognition, which is in fact the main focus of
this work.
The size of matrix T (from equation 2.6-19) is 176x176, since 176 input variables are
considered (nodal voltages and angles as well as active and reactive power on lines, generator
rotor angles as well as generator active and reactive power output). For every trial set of input
variables, adjusted time-domain simulations are carried out (as explained in 4.1.1) in order
to perform CCT screening and obtain CCT profiles that are stored in the database.
Figure 4.1-4 illustrates the three dimensional PCA plot, where each dot represents a different
scenario from matrix W’3x30000. With the scope of better visualization, only nodal angles are
represented (denoted as D1-D39). Electrically close nodes exhibit similar sensitivity to
variations of pre-fault scenarios. For example, observe that D1, D9 and D39 form a cluster, as
their respective directional vectors are similar. On the other hand, scenarios represented by
dots form clusters depending on state similarity. Cases where a single line is disconnected,
form a cluster of observations, which includes several loading conditions.
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Figure 4.1-4: Illustration of three-dimensional PCA [67]

A set of a thousand unseen scenarios including various loading conditions and short-term
system topology configurations is added to the existing database. In Figure 4.1-5 six unseen
scenarios (mimicking a 15 minute interval) are matched to a similar scenario from the
database. A contingency rank list is obtained for each case, thus providing an early warning
of possibly harmful impending contingencies. As shown, system vulnerability changes with
pre-fault conditions as severity of contingencies varies. CCT of three-phase short circuit
applied to each node from database (marked with a cross) is compared to the respective true
or exact CCT (marked with a circle). Results show that the maximal discrepancy is within the
margin of 𝛥𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑚 = 0.025 s.
On the other hand, the matched CCT profile of the similar scenario is used as initializing input
for detailed time-domain simulations of critical contingencies, which enables the
performance of fast adjusted time-domain simulations.
A daily system trajectory can be visualized in the PCA plot, accompanied by exact contingency
rank lists that offer a profound situational awareness regarding system vulnerability to faults.
It is in this manner that data mining techniques offer a systematic approach to pattern
recognition when applied to power system state variables. This approach is suitable for online applications as all of the computationally exhaustive calculations are conducted off-line.
The state recognition algorithm identifies similarity and plots PCA and contingency rank list
diagrams in averagely 4.885 seconds, as demonstrated in Table 4.1-4, which is significantly
more effective than conducting contingency screening and ranking through time-domain
simulations.
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However, detailed time-domain simulations, deemed necessary for potentially critical or
weakly matched contingencies are initialized with values respective of similar scenarios. This
enables a faster CCT assessment which is yet another advantage offered by this framework.
Figure 4.1-6 illustrates the boxplots (see chapter 2.6.3) of the matching errors, regarding each
contingency location and each unseen scenario. Results show that the maximal discrepancy
is within the margin of absolute 𝛥𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑚= 0.025 s, which is in accordance with the required
accuracy.
Applicability of the proposed method could be undermined only when current scenario
significantly differs from scenarios contained in the knowledge database. For example, let’s
consider a case where the current scenario contains a topological configuration, disjoint from
any configuration that is contained in the database (e.g. an N-k scenario). The danger to falsely
match this case is eliminated by the two-step matching algorithm that considers both global
as well as very specific local similarity and therefore will not confirm the matching as valid.
This is however a situation that is not likely to appear often as databases grows on a daily
level as new scenarios appear. Additionally, day-ahead forecasted system states are included
in database, so the main uncertainty factors are load behaviour as well as the intermittent
nature of dispersed generation. However, actual system behaviour will always differ from the
scheduled, regardless of the forecasting method. Therefore, state recognition is also
performed on-line as the state trajectory discrepancy between forecasted and measured
trajectory varies.
Practical implementation of the method would be closely linked to emerging measurement
technologies, such as PMUs. The use of PMUs provides phasor measurements, including both
magnitude and phase angle measurements, both of which are required inputs. The high
sampling rates are crucial to the performance of the proposed method since they offer the
possibility of tracking transient evolution of electrical quantities in real time. In this manner,
the knowledge database is filled with valuable information regarding system response to
contingencies. When the pre-fault scenario reoccurs, this data will be reconsidered, thus
providing valuable situational awareness. Additionally, since the method is based around the
notation of covariance of system-wide measured quantities, time synchronization offered by
WAMS is of an essence to the accuracy of the pattern recognition technique. Relevance of
results obtained by matching similar scenarios increases with the growth of the database. In
cases where no new elements are introduced to the network (e. g. new generating units or
transmission lines), a year-long observation period should facilitate the use of the algorithm
as a situational awareness oriented tool. However, databases should grow as the system itself
changes.
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Table 4.1-4: Time efficinecy [67]
method

proposed method time- domain simulations

average computation time [s]

CCT [s]

0.3

Example 1

0.3

4.885

Example 2

121.890
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0.28

0.28

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.24
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Figure 4.1-5: Matching examples of CCT profiles [67]

Figure 4.1-6: Boxplot of matching errors [68]

contingency
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4.2 Demonstration on the north-western part of the
Slovenian Electrical Power System
Following the first successfully matched demonstration (chapter 4.1), considering a test
system with a synthetically generated database, it was concluded that applicability of the
presented concept can only be demonstrated after the consideration of realistic variability of
operating conditions. Therefore, this issue was addressed by studying a realistic system. Here,
the proposed concept is demonstrated on the north-western part of the Slovenian power
system. The demonstration is also documented in [69].
In order to apply the proposed method, a database was constructed. Actual loading
conditions, obtained from measurements over a period of one year, from 01.01.2012 to
31.12.2012, were considered, in order to comprise a realistic loading variability. Under each
loading case, N different topological configurations were considered (N-1 + 1 full topology,
with feasible load-flows). Figure 4.2-2 and Figure 4.2-3 show the 15-min interval box plots of
total active and reactive power of loads. The well-known day-curve consumption shape is
obvious, with a few outliers, due to particular circumstances.
Figure 4.2-4 shows the correlation matrix of active loads. Histograms of each variable are
shown as diagonal elements, while the non-diagonal elements contain a correlation plot
between each pair of variables as well as the respective calculated correlation coefficient
(chapter 2.6.1.1). A high correlation between measured variables is evident (up to 0.97
correlation coefficient between loads 2.VR and 3.AJ). Hence, we conclude that: firstly, as
suspected, the interdependency between variables implies that databases can be generated
by constructing a joint probability distribution; secondly: since generating units operation
points follow the loading curves, we suspect that sensitivity of faults can also show high
correlations in electrically adjacent locations.
In the next step, dynamic simulations were preformed, where three-phase faults were applied
at each bus of the system, and CCTs were obtained through the proposed CCT screening
algorithm. Simulation integration step was set to 5 ms. The CCT varies within the range of
0.09 and 0.5 s, depending on operating conditions.
The total system inertia varies in low load (or night) scenarios and high-load (or day)
scenarios. In the case of a relatively low loading, only two machines per machine cluster are
dispatched. (For example, HE Doblar machine cluster operates with two machines in the
night-time scenarios, while operating with four machines in the daytime scenarios).
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Operating points of machines modelled as PQ elements, where two typical daytime and nighttime operating points are multiplied with factors fP (4.2-1) for active power production and fQ
(4.2-2) for reactive power production. Total active power consumption in the current
operating point is denoted as Ptotal-op, while a typical, initial daytime/night-time active power
total consumption is denoted as Ptotal-op0. Current operating active power of generating unit g
is modelled as 𝑃g−op. A similar notation is valid for reactive power modleling. Total surplus or
deficiency of power is covered by the rigid source, installed at node 2 in Figure 4.2-1.
Machines are equipped with standard AVRs and speed governors. Their respective
parameters are set according to [72].

𝑓P =

𝑃total−op
⁄𝑃
, 𝑃g−op = 𝑓P 𝑃g−op0
total−op0

4.2-1

𝑓Q =

𝑄total−op
⁄𝑄
, 𝑄g−op = 𝑓Q 𝑄g−op0
total−op0

4.2-2

Figure 4.2-1: Illustration of the considered EPS island [70]
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Figure 4.2-2: Boxplots of 15-min interval total active load in MW

Figure 4.2-3: Boxplots of 15-min interval total reactive load in MVAr
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Figure 4.2-4: Correlation matrix of active power of loads

When the database was available, a distance metric limit identification was performed,
following 3.3.3. Training database set was constructed using half (n/2) of the cases. They were
selected so that each topological configuration and unit dispatch is contained in both the
training and the test database set. Cases, unseen in the training part, which do have an
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admissible match, represent in fact, reoccurring states. Operating states of generating units
as well as node-to-node electrical distances remain within a narrow range and therefore, the
obtained results show low absolute discrepancies. Results of cases where the Euclidean
distance between the observed and the similar state are considered successfully matched.
The absolute discrepancy between contingencies with the lowest CCTs is below Δtadm = 0.025
s. Figure 4.2-6 shows the histogram of matching discrepancies in percentage of successfully
matched cases.
All calculations were performed using MATLAB, installed on a personal computer with 3.20
GHz processing speed and 4 GB RAM. The presented results were obtained and plotted within
0.22 s per operating case, which is by far more time-efficient than a stability assessment based
on time-domain simulations. The demonstration shows promising results with low error
rates.

Figure 4.2-5: Global PCA illustration

Figure 4.2-6: Histogram of matching discrepencies [69]
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4.3 Demonstration on the model of the Slovenian
Electrical Power System
4.3.1 Model description
The electric power transmission system of Slovenia operates on 400 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV
voltage levels. The most powerful generation units in Slovenia are connected to the 400 kV
level. Through the 400 kV voltage level connections Slovenia is inter-connected with all the
neighbouring countries with exception of Hungary, i.e. Austria, Italy and Croatia. In the near
future, an inter-connection with Hungary is anticipated as well.
The transmission network of ELES consists of 400 kV OH transmission lines in total length of
669 km, 220 kV OH transmission lines in the length of 328 km and 110 kV OH transmission
lines in the length of 1862 km. Nodal points of the 400 kV network are located in six
substations, i.e. 400/110 kV Maribor S/S, 400/110 kV Krsko S/S, 400/110 kV Okroglo S/S,
400/220/110/35 kV Divača S/S, 400/220/110 kV Podlog S/S and 400/220/110 kV Bericevo
S/S. Nodal points of the 220 kV network, besides in the mentioned ones of Divaca S/S, Podlog
S/S and Bericevo S/S, are located also in Cirkovce S/S and Klece S/S. At the moment, the
power transmission network of ELES on the 400 and 220 kV levels looks as shown in Figure
4.3-1.
Slovenia has its own electricity generation units of 3605 MW total power output connected
to the transmission network. 696 MW are generated in the Krsko nuclear power plant (half
of production is in the Slovenian ownership), 1778 MW in thermal power plants, 951 MW in
hydropower plants and 180 MW in pumped storage plants. Dispersed sources (small HPPs,
solar power plants, wind power plants and similar) with installed power of around additional
15 % represent an important energy source as well. These additional sources are connected
to the electricity distribution network of several power distribution companies.
The network-topology is considered using information based on the transmission operator’s
maintenance schedules and the day-to-day system operation status, which is published on the
system operator’s homepage and are considered to be always accurate.
Machines are modelled as PQ, PV and slack buses. They are equipped with standard AVRs and
speed governors, with parameters set in accordance with [72].
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Figure 4.3-1: Illustration of the Slovenian EPS

4.3.2 Training Database
The proposal was demonstrated using the Slovenian power-system model verified against
real-life Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) measurements in [72] and illustrated in Figure
4.3-1. All 104 synchronous generators are represented by full sixth-order models and
equipped with fast AVRs and governors [72].
In order to apply the proposed method, the entire database for the Slovenian powersystem example contained n = 3648 cases (operational states):
- major part of the database encompasses operating states with actual loading conditions,
obtained from real system measurements. Generation dispatch scenarios were obtained
from operational experience as well, in order to account for the different either higherloading (daytime) and or lower-loading (night time) scenarios that are expected to appear,
- supplementary database entries were obtained by uniformly varying power generation
and consumption by scaling them simultaneously with the same factor. As a result, they
both vary significantly, by approximately 2000 MW difference, which is somewhere in the
range of the total peak loading of the entire system. By doing this, we considered even the
less likely expected extreme operating conditions.
- additionally, N-1 topological configurations with feasible load-flows were considered.
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In the next step, dynamic simulations were preformed, where three-phase faults were
applied at each generator terminal and corresponding CCTs were obtained through the
proposed CCT screening algorithm. Simulation step was set to 5 ms. Only three-phase faults
are used at this stage as the most critical from system stability point of view. The faults are
cleared without tripping any line and the lowest CCT are found within the range of 0.09 and
0.9 s, depending on the location and the operating conditions. Clearly, many different
contingencies and scenarios could be simulated. However, the variety of cases kept in mind
at this stage is considered sufficient for the demonstration of the proposed method.

4.3.3 Screening Accuracy
For demonstration purposes, the entire database, whose structure was previously
presented, was split in half (n/2 = 1824). The first half (training portion) was used for
identifying the adaptively fluctuating similarity measure, whereas the second half (testing
portion) was utilized to confirm the regularity of similarity criteria. The database splitting
principle was determined so that each topological configuration is contained in both portions.
The same goes for generation dispatch variations. Table 4.3-1 contains the identified scenario
clusters, their size and their respective CCT profile range. Often, practically identical CCT
range can be found in different clusters (i.e. clusters 2 and 3), whereas the CCT profile inside
boundary values varies. This is because identical contingencies appear as most critical under
different given scenarios. Alternatively when the overall CCT is relatively high (i.e. clusters 10
and 11), due to the less stressed operating point, the system expresses less sensitivity
regardless of the discrepancy in operating conditions.
Table 4.3-1: Scenario clusters and their respective CCT range

An exemplary result is presented, showing a current scenario, which represents a daytime
scenario with medium load. The exemplary scenario is correctly matched to the daytime,
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medium load cluster number 17 from Table 4.3-1. Figure 4.3-2 shows the visualization
example of the global matching process. Matching results obtained from local matching on
the other hand are shown in Figure 4.3-3, where all matching discrepancies are bellow Δtadm.
This is expected, since all local distances fall below the respective εl-max.

Figure 4.3-2: Global-matching visualization example

Figure 4.3-3: Local-matching results example
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When training was complete and the confidence about adaptive similarity feature was
obtained, the PCA-based screening procedure was evaluated utilizing the testing portion
of the database. Results of cases where the adaptive Euclidean distance between the
current (single green dot in Figure 4.1-4 and Figure 4.3-2) and the database scenario did
not exceed the pre-selected value are presented in Table 4.3-2 for both portions of the
database. The maximum absolute discrepancy between matched CCTs of contingencies
(max ΔCCTik) does not exceed the predefined Δtadm = 0.025 s. RMS is within 0.013 s in
both training and testing database portions, while the R2 metric is near the value of 1 in
training database portion, and has a slight decrease in the testing database portion, due to
the uncertainties associated with the newly appeared operating scenarios.

Table 4.3-2: Accuracy of matching

The number of cases, which satisfy conditions defined in chapter 3.3.3, depends on the
database content and modelling uncertainty. Around 96% of cases in the testing database and
93% of newly appeared cases were matched within the pre-defined maximum admissible
discrepancy. These cases, that do have a match, represent in fact, reoccurring states.
Operating states of generating units as well as node-to-node electrical distances remain
within a narrow range inside a cluster and therefore, the obtained results show low absolute
discrepancies. The remaining unmatched cases fall within under-represented clusters, due to
the low probability of such patterns. The percentage of locally matched cases, with regards to
the largest cluster groups from Table 4.3-1 is shown in Figure 4.3-4.

Figure 4.3-4: Percentages of locally matched cases
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Table 4.3-3 and Table 4.3-4 contain results assessing the accuracy of matching using
diverse-distance metrics (Euclidean, Chebyshev, hamming, mahalanobis, (subsection 2.6.3
and [49]). Results indicate that among all the approaches applied, hamming metric performs
the worst since the R2 accuracy is below 80% within both the training scenarios and the
unseen scenarios. The performance of the method improves using the mahalanobis distance
metric with 0.02 RMS and R2 slightly over 80% in the unseen scenarios. The accuracy using
the proposed Euclidean metric is comparable to the accuracy using Chebyshev metric in the
training database. However, a consistently admissible accuracy as unseen scenarios appear is
a performance, which separates the Euclidean metric as the most suitable for the application.

Table 4.3-3: Accuracy of matching RMS

Table 4.3-4: Accuracy of matching R2

4.3.4 Discussion
4.3.4.1 Outlier scenario: N-3 configuration
In order to test the robustness of the proposal, we examine its performance under an
unseen topology that has not been used in the training procedure. Therefore, an N-3
configuration is created at voltage level 400 kV, so it is clear that the discussion about
sensitivity to changes in topology (electrical distance) will be in place. A disconnection of a
400 kV transmission line Bericevo - Podlog was selected (Figure 4.3-1), which serves as the
main connection between the eastern and western part of the Slovenian power-system.
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Additionally, a 400 kV double-circuit transmission line Bericevo - Krsko is turned off as well,
representing two separate transmission elements (Figure 4.3-1). Load flow is calculated and
the unseen scenario is matched globally following chapter 3.3.1. The obtained scenario is
clearly located outside other previously known existing clusters within the database
(illustrated in Figure 4.3-5). In this way, it starts forming a new cluster. Nevertheless, a local
screening is subsequently performed anyway (considering each contingency) in order to
obtain local maximum allowable limit (εl-max). Namely, section 3.3.3 defines εl-max for each
contingency in every cluster as comparison criteria between operating states.
For better understanding, let us analyse results from Figure 4.3-6. The upper graph (Figure
4.3-5a) represents a part of CCT profiles (CCT < 0.4 s) of current and existing case with respect
to different contingency locations. Therefore, it reflects the dynamic characteristic of the
system. The middle graph (Figure 4.3-6b) depicts CCT discrepancies ranging from 0 s to 0.030
s, which is more than the pre-defined value of Δtadm = 0.025 s. The lower graph (Figure 4.3-6c)
refers to local PCA comparison and therefore reflects the static (load-flow) characteristics of
the system.
It is of vital importance to interpret the results from Figure 4.3-6 correctly. For this
purpose, let us concentrate on three situations originating from Figure 4.3-6:
1. Contingency 4
The CCT discrepancy of 0.030 s indeed corresponds to the identified local distance beyond
the defined limit εl-max (white dot outside the black bar). The matching is deemed correctly
performed.
2. Contingency 12
A positive match in terms of the existing εl-max (white dot inside the black bar) yet CCT is
significantly different (discrepancy of 0.03 s). This can be interpreted as increased system
sensitivity to the contingency under question. This is an indication of some topological
differences between operating states, which confirms (as global PCA matching conclusion
already suggested –Figure 4.3-5) we are dealing with an operating state belonging to a new
cluster.
3. Contingency 13
Compared to contingency 12, this situation presents quite the opposite: a similar CCT (small
discrepancy of 0.01 s) despite a negative-match result (white dot outside the black bar). This
kind of result suggests that dynamically system sensitivity is very similar, so it suggests
increasing the existing local εl-max in the new cluster.
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Figure 4.3-5: Global visualization of an unseen N-3 outlier scenario
a)
true CCT of current scenario
matched CCT from database scenario

Δtadm = 0.025 s

true CCT
εlmax

b)

c)

matched CCT

Figure 4.3-6: Local matching results of an unseen N-3 outlier scenario
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4.3.4.2 Noise in the input data
Reference [64] poses the question of decomposition methods, which are based around the
concept of covariance, under the presence of noise in the input measurements. Considering
the IEEE C37.118 standard [73] PMUs considered Level 1 compliant with the standard must
provide a TVE (total vector error) less than 1%. According to this presumption, random white
noise has been added to the database variables in both the original training and test
databases. Table 4.3-5 summarizers the impact of measurement errors on the total accuracy
of the proposal. As shown, the method is not affected by this level of noise in the input data.
In case of augmentation of the presence of noise to a 10% TVE, the performance accuracy is
reduced. This is however, a high level of noise, which is significantly beyond the standards
[73].
Table 4.3-5: Accuracy of matching with noise

The performance of the proposal can be tested and re-trained by variation the truncating
the PCA description considering a dimension lower than the optimally selected truncation
threshold 𝜆, as described in chapter 2.6.1.4 and [46]. However, the cost of an imminent loss
in accuracy would not be justified in terms of a significant advance of processing speed, given
that the major computational requirement is devoted to off-line simulations, while the
training and matching computational requirement is not significantly linked to the truncated
dimension of the PCA description.

4.4 Computational speed and practical considerations
All calculations were performed using MATLAB, installed on a personal computer with
3.20 GHz processing speed and 4 GB RAM. Both the principal components decomposition and
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data mining method were implemented in MATLAB. Database creation requires an extensive
amount of simulations, where dynamic simulations are the largest computational burden that
required 1.5 h per contingency. Approximately 2 h are required to calculate 1824 load flow
calculations of a 104-generator system. After the database was constructed, approximately
13 s were required to apply the proposed method and an additional 10s to 20s to train the
adaptive local distance limit. A practical implementation of the method would require
simulations performed in parallel, by using multi-core processors. On the other hand, PMU
measurements are updated very fast in a realistic setting, most likely at least 30 times per
second. In order to evaluate the system first swing stability at each snapshot, the processing
of PMU data must be less than 0.033 s. Therefore, once the offline part of the proposal was
completed, presented matching results on-line were obtained within the order of 10-3 s per case,
which is by far more time-efficient than a stability assessment based on time-domain
simulations and can be considered as negligible time delay, suitable for real-time application.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
5.1 Conclusions
A contingency screening framework based on pattern recognition in a wide range of
operating conditions was presented. Demonstrations shows encouraging results with low
error rates. Similarity criteria is accounted for in an adaptive, local manner. According to the
test results, the proposal is robust enough to handle anticipated levels of measurement noise.
Dissertation demonstrates the application of the proposed method based on adaptive
principal components analysis with the purpose of rapid (within the order of 10-3 s per case)
contingency screening.
Applicative demonstration and results analysis are presented. The method was initially
applied to IEEE New England Test system (4.1). The method was then demonstrated on the
north-western part of the Slovenian power system. Actual loading conditions, obtained from
measurements over a period of one year, were considered, in order to comprise a realistic
loading variability (4.2). In the final demonstration, the Slovenian power-system dynamic
model was used and showed encouraging results (4.3). Results were analysed in terms of
accuracy as well as computational burden.
It was shown that even though input data lies in a very high-dimensional space, its intrinsic,
problem-relevant dimensionality can be low. A relatively small subset of the principal
components serve as excellent lower-dimensional features for representing the highdimensional data. Simple mathematical techniques enable data mining of large amounts of
variables that distinguish one operation state from another. This strategy aims at applying
stored diagnostics on simulated data in order to assess the actual system state.
Large scale application of the method would include construction of a knowledge database
from historical records of real systems, accompanied by statistical information on fault
probability as well as forecasted 24-h data.

5.2 Original scientific contributions
•

A CCT screening algorithm is presented as a part of an efficient database construction
procedure. It is a process of automatized calculation of CCT through batch processing,
using a dynamic simulation tool. The approach proves to be effective, since it rapidly
(in only two to three dynamic simulations) screens out the majority of faults.

•

The key contribution is a pattern recognition and dimensionality reduction based
method for on-line power-system stability assessmement. In order to grasp the
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complexity of the problem a various stage similarity matching is performed, which is
synthesised before the method’s output is constructed.
•

The output of the matching process is a contingency profile, which contains assessed
CCTs of various faults and therefore acts as warning or a situational awareness
oriented indicator of the current system transient stability conditions. Matching
results are obtained within the order of 10-3 s, which is by far more time-efficient than
a stability assessment based on time-domain simulations and can be considered as
negligible time delay, suitable for real-time application.

•

This approach also offers a three dimensional visual output, thus making a step
toward overcoming the shortcomings of the black-box concept, typical for pattern
recognition methods.

5.3 Outlook for future research
•

In future work, the database creation process has to be addressed, since it is the key
to a practical implementation of the method.

•

Inclusion of demand-side or distributed energy resources and other smart grid
components is required.

•

Appropriate preventative and corrective actions can be encompassed into the
method’s output.

•

Additionally, pattern recognition techniques can be applied in the context of
contingency screening with regards to other aspects of system stability, such as
oscillatory stability, provided a problem relevant metric is developed. The database
inputs in that case would include modal analysis results, such as mode shape vectors
etc.
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Appendix 1 Table 1: Data regarding buses of IEEE 39
Bus k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 G10
31 G2
32 G3
33 G4
34 G5
35 G6
36 G7
37 G8
38 G9
39 G1

Type
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PQ
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
SL

Pl [MW]
0
0
322
500
0
0
233.8
522
0
0
0
7.5
0
0
320
329
0
158
0
628
274
0
247.5
308.6
224
139
281
206
283.5
0
9.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1104

Ql [MVAr]
0
0
2.4
184
0
0
84
176
0
0
0
88
0
0
153
32.3
0
30
0
103
115
0
84.6
-92
47.2
17
75.5
27.6
26.9
0
4.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
250

Pg [MW]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
250
650
632
508
650
560
540
830
1000

δg[0]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-3.33
1
2.5
4.19
3.18
5.63
8.32
2.42
7.81
0

Uk (p.u.)
1.0475
0.982
0.9831
0.9972
1.0123
1.0493
1.0635
1.0278
1.0265
1.03
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Appendix 1 Table 2: Data regarding generators of IEEE 39
Generator SN[MVA]
G1
1100
G2
1150
G3
750
G4
732
G5
608
G6
750
G7
660
G8
640
G9
930
G10
350

H[s] ra[pu]
0
8.10
0
0.49
0
0.58
0
0.47
0
0.42
0
0.57
0
0.43
0
0.40
0
0.56
0
0.68

Appendix 1 Table 3: Data regarding generators of IEEE 39
Generator x'd [pu] x'q[pu] xd[pu] xq[p.u.] T'd[s] T'q[s]
G1
0.006
0.008
0.02
0.019
7
0.7
G2
0.0697
0.17
0.295
0.282 6.56
1.5
G3
0.0531 0.0876 0.2495
0.237
5.7
1.5
G4
0.0436
0.166
0.262
0.258 5.69
1.5
G5
0.132
0.166
0.67
0.62
5.4 0.44
G6
0.05 0.0814
0.254
0.241
7.3
0.4
G7
0.049
0.186
0.295
0.292 5.66
1.5
G8
0.057 0.0911
0.29
0.28
6.7 0.41
G9
0.057 0.0587 0.2106
0.205 4.79 1.96
G10
0.031
0.008
0.1
0.069 10.2
0

Appendix 1 Table 4: Data regarding transformers of IEEE 39
From bus k
12
12
6
10
19
20
22
23
25
2
29
19
12

To bus j
11
13
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
30
38
20
11

Ri,kj (p.u.)
0.0016
0.0016
0
0
0.0007
0.0009
0
0.0005
0.0006
0
0.0008
0.0007
0.0016

Xi,kj (p.u.)
0.0435
0.0435
0.025
0.02
0.0142
0.018
0.0143
0.0272
0.0232
0.0181
0.0156
0.0138
0.0435

Bi,s (p.u.)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

τi
1.006
1.006
1.07
1.07
1.07
1.009
1.025
1
1.025
1.025
1.025
1.06
1.006
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Appendix 1 Table 5: Data regarding lines of IEEE 39
From bus i
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
8
9
10
10
13
14
15
16
16
16
16
17
17
21
22
23
25
26
26
26
28

To bus j
2
39
3
25
4
18
5
14
6
8
7
11
8
9
39
11
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
24
18
27
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
29

Ri,kj (p.u.)
0.0035
0.001
0.0013
0.007
0.0013
0.0011
0.0008
0.0008
0.0002
0.0008
0.0006
0.0007
0.0004
0.0023
0.001
0.0004
0.0004
0.0009
0.0018
0.0009
0.0007
0.0016
0.0008
0.0003
0.0007
0.0013
0.0008
0.0006
0.0022
0.0032
0.0014
0.0043
0.0057
0.0014

Xi,kj (p.u.)
0.0411
0.025
0.0151
0.0086
0.0213
0.0133
0.0128
0.0129
0.0026
0.0112
0.0092
0.0082
0.0046
0.0363
0.025
0.0043
0.0043
0.0101
0.0217
0.0094
0.0089
0.0195
0.0135
0.0059
0.0082
0.0173
0.014
0.0096
0.035
0.0323
0.0147
0.0474
0.0625
0.0151

Bi,s (p.u.)
0.6987
0.75
0.2572
0.146
0.2214
0.2138
0.1342
0.1382
0.0434
0.1476
0.113
0.1389
0.078
0.3804
1.2
0.0729
0.0729
0.1723
0.366
0.171
0.1342
0.304
0.2548
0.068
0.1319
0.3216
0.2565
0.1846
0.361
0.513
0.2396
0.7802
1.029
0.249
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Appendix 2: MATLAB Code for section 2.6.1.5
clear all
clc
close all
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%Version : application of function pca
Students={69,75,82,76,78,77;60,57,52,54,60,56;62,48,52,66,68,72;82,78,74,62,53,51;65,67,83,72,56,62;68
,67,84,73,56,62;61,58,55,77,84,78;66,84,65,61,57,82;64,66,69,73,80,81;78,73,69,79,83,77;75,70,83,77,78,
79;89,91,93,63,68,59;78,77,78,76,79,83;87,83,76,83,88,85};
[c1,s1,latentDeg1, explainedDeg1] = pca(Students)
% Explanation:
%
c1............. returns the principal component coefficients
%
s1............. original matrix x c1 (matrix of scores)
%
latentDeg1...........eigenvalues
%
explainedDeg1… the percentage of the total variance explained by each principal component
% Figure
Figure(1)
categories={'Languages','History','Sociology','Math','Physics','Chemistry'};
hbi=biplot(c1(:,1:2),'scores',s1(:,1:2),...
'variables',categories);

